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ICF A Files Again~t Administration 
by Mark White 
The Ithaca College Faculty 
Association ,. (I.C.F.A) 
unanimously voted Tuesday 
night to instruct the New-York 
State United Teachers union 
(N. Y .S. U. T .) attorneys to file 
an "unfair labor practice" 
with the National Labor 
Relations Board(NLRB),said 
John Schwartz,president of 
ICFA. 
According to Schwartz, at 
the Sept. 13 faculty meeting, 
President James Whalen gave 
a statement to the effect that 
he would not recommend 
anyone for tenure if such a 
recommendation would lead -
to completely tenuring any 
department. 
Schwartz claims that this i~ 
a change in terms of con-
ditions of employment, 
something which can only 
occur through negotiations." 
The ITHACAN, as a 
publication had not obtained 
the aforementioned terms of 
employment. 
"During the interim period 
since the NLRB granted a 
motion of summary 
judgement, (ITHACAN 
9/6/79) there have been a 
number of potential changes 
in terms of employment." 
Schwartz indicated that he 
could not comment further 
regarding those changes 
because the Executive Board 
. had not formally announced 
them. 
He added that "this filing is 
the first in a series of filings of 
unfair labor discussed by the 
Executive Board. Further 
items will be discussed at the 
Executive Board's meeting on 
Tuesday,-Oct. 30. 
According to an NLRB 
spokesperson, "an in-
vestigation will now be con-
ducted. If findings conclude 
that the college adm :nistration 
'has engaged in furtlie, unfair 
labor practices, a hearing will 
be called and a decision ren-
dered." NLRB procedure 
allows for the ad,ninistration 
to follow the NLRB's recom-
mendation. 
'80-'81 Calender to Change 
John Schwartz · Photo by Marc Finkelstein· 
h:; ~!ark White 
The Ithaca <:::ollege 
Academic Calendar will un-
dergo several .1;hanges next 
year (see calendar on p. 2 ). 
Registration will be held on 
. Trustees Hold Fall Meeting 
by Mark White. 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees held their fall meeting 
last Friday. The board is the 
policy-making structure of the 
college, which meets three 
times a year. It is made up of 
businesspersons, lawyers, 
educators, alumni, ··students, 
faculty, staff, and ad-
ministration. At the meeting, 
the trustees were informed of 
college enrollment statistics, 
the administration's policies 
regarding faculty 
unionization, considerations 
regarding the construction of a 
new academic building and the 
college's investments in cor-
porations having subsidiaries 
in South Africa. 
Enrollment Statistics were 
presented to the Board by 
President James J. Whalen. 
Original anticipations were to 
decrease the entering class by 
100 students. According to 
Whalen, the present freshper-
son class has 70 fewer students 
than last year. He added that 
Scholastic Board scores of the 
entering class were higher than 
those in previous years. 
A major point of discussion 
involved the construction of a 
new academic facility. (see ar-
ticle on p. 4). Whalen said that 
the new facility should house 
the schools of Business and 
Allied Health Services since 
these schools were created af-
ter the initial construction of 
the campus. 
Discussion of faculty 
unionization centered around 
the College's petition before 
the U.S. Second Circuit Court 
of Appeals requesting that the 
National Labor Relations 
Board conduct hearings of the 
faculty status in regards to the 
pending case involving the 
faculty of Yeshiva University. 
The case involved questions 
the status of the faculty at 
Yeshiva as managerial rather 
than advisory. Whalen claims 
that the I.C. faculty are 
managerial in status and are in 
similar positions to that of 
Yeshiva. 
Bette Ann Sacks, student 
Trustee, said that items 
relating to tenure and 
promotion were discussed and 
that tenure and promoti6TI 
decisions will be made at the 
Feb. meeting. 
continued on page 5 
Cantor Elected VoP O CommG 
by Linda Levermore . Danvers stepped down from 
her chair and accused Cantor 
fo confiding in her that he was 
unhappy in the V .P. Com-
municatio.1s position last year. 
She asked if his "intentions" 
had changed or was he ''using 
the position as a stepping 
stone." 
Aug. 30 and classes will begin 
on Sept. 1. A fall break has 
been scheduled, and 
Thanksgiving Vacation will be 
'shortened from one week to 
three days. 
The new calendar was com-
posed last spring by the 
Academic Calendar Commit-
tee. The Committee is made 
up of three students and eleven 
members of the staff and ad-
ministration. After the revised 
- calendar was written, it was 
unanimously approved by the 
committee and forwarded to 
the President. 
Initially, the calendar was to 
:1ave gone into effect this year, 
,aid Registrar John Stanton, a 
member of the committee, but 
the President felt that there 
was not ample time to inform 
students who had already left 
Student Congress voted 
Josh Cantor as V .P. of Com-
munications for the 1979-80 
Student Government 
Executive Board on Tuesday 
night.Candidates Josh Can-
tor, Cynthia Green and Emily 
Trenholm were allowed five 
minutes each to restate their 
platforms, followed by a 
question and answer period. 
(V .P. Campus Affairs) step-
ped down from their chairs in 
support of Emily Trenholm. 
Vaughn Danvers_ (V.P. 
Business and Finance)and Bet-
ty Anne Sacks (Student 
Trustee) stepped down from 
their chairs in support of Cyn-
thia Green. Lisa Schreter 
(Parlimentarian) also stepped 
down in favor of Cynthia -
Green. 
Cantor countered,stating he 
didn't recall having said that. 
In response to a question 
posed by off-campus 
representative Mike Smith, 
directed to Executive Board 
members, Bud Yablonsky 
(Pres.) and Sally Benerriait 
Subsequent questions, ad-
dressed to all 'candidates, 
focused concern about student 
government communication to 
off campus students. Near the 
end of the discussion period, 
In an interview following 
the election, Cantor disclosed 
his intentions to follow up on 
the New Student Record (the 
freshperson register that was 
published this year for the first 
continued on page 5 
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Josn Cantor 
for the ~ummcr. The 
Pre,idcnt approved the new 
calendar for the I 980-81 
academic year. 
According to Stanton, "the 
changes in the,calendar are the 
result of a great deal of resear: 
ch." "There is campus-wide 
concern that there is no formal 
break in the twelve weeks bet-
ween registration and 
Thanksgiving," said Stanton. 
The new calendar allows for a 
short break from Oct. 17 to 
Oct. 22. "Students may leave 
campus," said Stanton, "but 
the residence halls will remain 
open during the break. 
Stanton added that "in or-
der to create a fall break, 
several days had to be taken 
away from Thanksgiving 
vacati0n." Thanksgivmg 
continued on page 13 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
What do you want to see or see more of in the Ithacan? 
Daryl Pinkney, Undecided '83 
I'd like to see more infor-
mation on minority programs 
1.nd activities. 
Joan Smith, Psychology '83 
There should be more photos 
of sports published. 
Photos by Paul Miller 
Reggie Yarger, P.E. '83 
would like to see more 
community and college related 
events published · for the 
weekend published in the 
newspaper. 
Ann Goldman P.E. '83 
More emphasis should be on 
women's sports coverage. 
John Lamb, P .E. '83 
Classified ads containing off-
campus jobs, articles wanted 
or articles for sale. This could Rick Hyman, TVR, '83 
also contain requests for rides I'd like to see the Jthacaa keep 
home. up its good coverage of news 
Dana Nilson, Economics, '83 
and events. I'd also like to see 
them continue the Inquirer. 
I'd like to see more infor- . 
mation on concerts other than Lyann Mannella Undec. '83 
those in Ithaca like Buffalo I'd like the Ithacan to urge 
Rochester, Syracuse or< thos; area merchants to put weekly 
places within driving distance. sales in the paper, along with 
coupons for student use. 
THE ITHACAN 
EDITORIAL 
The editorial is written and published with the opprovol of 11 mojority of the editorial boord. 
The new Academic Calendar is a fine show of concern for student's educational needs. 
Some changes are the addition of a mid-October break and the reduction of Th(!nksgiving 
Vacation from ten days to five days. 
There is a serious need for some interruption in the 12 solid weeks of academics between 
Registration and Thanksgiving Vacation. This is the longest span of continuous "classes all 
year. The mid-October break, scheduled for the 1980-81 and 1981-82 academic years, comes 
at a peak in scholastic tension for the students. The break should prove to be instrumental 
for f acuity as well. 
Fortunately, dormitories will be open, offering students the option of remaining on cam-
pus during the October break. This would be a prime time for SAB to schedule acJ_ivities, 
with consideration, of course, for those students who wish to utilize the break as the study 
period it was designed to be. 
At last, Ithaca College has aligned itself with various other schools in New York State and 
reduced its Thanksgiving Vacation to Jive days. The ten-day Thanksgiving Vacation,. still in 
effect this year, creates a state of academic apathy amongst students. It is only a few weeks 
before finals and students find it more difficult to concentrate after a ten day lapse in 
routine. And, for those students with hometown friends attending other schools, there won't 
be anymore sitting around until Wednesday, waiting for everyone to come home for 
vacation. 
Altogether, the new Academic Calendar is a good sign. Compliments must go to the 
Academic Calendar Committee (especially John Stanton, the Registrar) and to all those 
associated with the passage of this much needed and much welcomed alternative/solution to 
the present schedule. 
Freshpersons on Campus 
Registration Day 
Classes Begin 8 am 
Rosh Hashanah* 
YomKippur* 
Homecoming** 
Academic Calendar 
1980-81 
Fall Semester 
Block I Ends 6 pm Fall Break Starts 
Classes Resume 8 am Block II Begins 
Parents Weekend** 
Thanksgiving Break Begins 10 pm 
Classes Resume 8 am 
Fall Semester Classes End 6 pm 
Examination Period 
Spring Semester 
Registration Day 
Classes Begin 8 am 
Block III Ends 6 pm Spring Break Begins 
Classes Resume 8 am Block IV Begins 
Good Friday* 
Easter* 
Spring Semester Classes End 6 pm 
Examination Period 
Commencement 
*For Information 
**Tentative Date 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
Howard March 
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR 
Bruce Morosoh k 
BILLING MANAGER 
Bruce Leskanic 
Staff: 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 
Linda Melman 
ADVERTISING MANAGER 
Robin Golden 
SALES MANAGER 
Andrew S. Pashman 
Photographers: 
Wednesday,Aug.27 
Saturday, Aug~ 30 
Monday, Sept •. 1 
Thursday, Sept. 11 
Saturday, Sept. 20 
Friday-Sunday, Sept. 26-28 
Friday, Oct. 17 
Wednesday, Oct. 22 
Friday-Sunday, Oct. 10-12 
Tuesday, Nov. 25 
Monday, Dec. 1 
Friday, Dec. 12 
Monday-Friday, Dec 15-19 
Sunday, Jan. 11 
Monday,Jan. 12 
Friday, Feb. 27 
Monday, March 16 
Friday, April 17 
Sunday, April 19 
Friday, May 1 
Monday-Friday, May 4-8 
Sunday, May 17 
EDITOR 
Andrea Herman 
"NEWS EDITOR 
Mark White 
SOUTH HILL EDITOR 
Eva Grodberg 
Alyson Cerep, Tracey Hun-
ter, Cynthia Green, Mark 
Burgenwalt, Steve Fink, 
David O'Flaherty, David 
Lebovitz, Lalo Page,Annie 
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Annette Oliva, Wendy 
Fahrenthold, Ron Copeland, 
Erika Heifitz, Jeff Spector, 
Andy Russell, Marty 
Knieriem, Cindy Udasin, 
Si.lsan Hernandez, Beth Her-
Marc Finkelstein, Alan 
Friedman, Paul Miller, Mona 
Kaplan 
Contributors: 
Jamie Steve.Paul Daniels -
sh ,Michael Weinstein ,Coleen H"urlie,Andy F ·eltham,Betsy 
Koffman.Bonnie Ernisse 
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THE n·HACAN 
OpEds & Letters 
Student Questions Ithacan Ado 
To the Editor 
I was extrememly distressed 
to see an ad in last week's 
(Sept. 27) Ithacan with the 
headline, Move Ahead in 
Nuclear Energy". It seems to 
me that nuclear energy creates 
more problems than it solves, 
such as where to safely store 
radioactive waste. 
community of the position of-
fered by the navy. He felt that 
it is for the student to decide 
whether to take the ad 
seriously. 
Bruce did not feel that the 
morality of this particular ad 
was relevant. 
treatment of fifty-one percent 
of the world's population, 
women. This embodies a 
basic morality. And just last 
week (in the same controver-
sial issue of Sept. 27) the 
Ithacan apologized for having 
a research paper ad, after 
deciding it was immoral to 
provide greater opportunities 
for cheating. 
Therefore the Ithacan is not 
without morals. However, not 
being satisfied with this Pon-
The appearance of the ad 
was especially unnerving 
because it appeared in the 
same issue with the article 
about radiation researcher 
Sister Rosalie Bertell and the 
op ed about the Safe Energy 
Alliance. I think the ad's in-
clusion in the same issue with 
these articl~s reflects a trend 
toward mediocrity that ihe 
Ithacan need not reinforce. 
I feel that the morality of 
everything that goes into the 
Ithacan is relevant. By not 
deciqing for the community 
whether an ad promoting 
nuclear energy is objec-
tionable, the Ithacan is not 
deciding for themselves 
whether it is objectable. In 
not doing so the Ithacan is 
disclaiming responsibility to 
community for the c9ntents of 
our student newspaper. By 
leaving it to the student 
whether to take the ad 
seriously, the Ithacan itself 
is not taking the ad seriously. 
If the Ithacan . had taken 
the ad seriously, it would 
never have been printed. 
tius Pilate approach to ad- dangers everyone), should 
vertising, I returned to the take precedence over con-
Ithacan office hoping to better siderations of money. 1 am 
understand the rationale of the sure this oversight was unin-
Editorial Board of the tentional. Nevertheless, giver, 
Ithacan who made the decision the lthacan's reluctance to 
concerning the nuclear - promote· cheating or sexism ,it 
energy ad. There I got a dif- is very inconsistent that the 
ferent answer. 
The Ithacan not only has the 
right to decide what ads it will 
print, it has a responsibility to 
apply its sense of morality 
wherever such application will 
better serve the community it 
represents. 
When I complained in the 
Ithacan office, the 
Photography Editor offered 
the opinion that it is not for a 
student newspaper to decide 
for the community the 
morality of a navy nuclear of-
ficer ad. Bruce said it was the 
responsibility of the 
Ithacan to inform the 
Editor's Note: 
All matters concerning 
Ithacan policies, moral, 
monetary, or otherwise, are 
voted upon with the majority 
ruling. There are nine mem-
bers of this board and in the 
case of the Nuclear Energy -
Navy ad, there were votes for, 
against, and one abstention. 
he majority, obviously, was 
forthe inclusion of the ad in 
he Sept. 27 issue. 
Editor's Note: 
Letters to the Editc: , 
OpEds, Classifieds and An-
nouncements will be accepted 
until 5 pm on Tuesdays. Ad-
vertisements must be submit-
ted by 6 pm on Mondays. 
The ITHACAN welcomes 
suggestions and/or the sub-
m1ss1on of articles for 
p.kiblication to be used at our 
de..c;cretion. 
John Mills 
Ithacan should promote 
"We did it for money," said nuclear contamination which 
the News Editor. It is obvious is the inevitable result of 
that the Editorial Board nuclear energy. 
missed the point when they 
decided to print this ad. The 
point, of course, is that fair 
treatment of all human beings, 
(ie. not promoting things like 
nuclear energy which en-
101 Terrace 5 
273-9865 
X747 
Fortunately, the entire 
Editorial Board does not feel 
the way Bruce does. In the 
past, the Ithacan has 
taken moral stand~ where it 
was deemed appropriate. The 
Ithacan has a wonderful 
. policy of not printing sexist 
language. There can be no 
other reason for this than a 
genuine -concern for fair 
.. • - - - - - - • 1 I Phone ... BOOLS1 
: tor flowers I 
I 209 N. Aurora St. I 272-8410 .J , _______ _ 
S.A.B. Films Committee . 
presents 
"The Turning Point" 
Friday Oct. 5 
S-202 
Saturday Oct. 6 
T-102 
L' 1uberge du Cochon Rouge i\ introducing a new TABLE 
D'H6TE MENU in addition to its regular menu. Each week, starting 
Monday for $8.50. you arc cordially invited to enjoy L'Aubcrge', 
new menu~ which will be published here weekly The menu ,tarting 
next Monday will be: 
I) , ,., 
PATE EN CROUTE 
CHOUCROUTE GARNI -(AN ALSATION SPECIALTY 
VARIOUS SAUSAGES. PORKOIOP, SAumKRAUf & POT ATOE) 
SAIADEVER'IE 
AIMTION KUGEIJIOPF & CREME ANGI.ALSE 
OJFFEE 
CARAFES OF HOUSE WINE S3.75 
Re,crvatiom Plea\c· 27 3-3464 
1152 Danby Rd (Rte 96B) 
11/, Mile\ Sowh of Ithaca College 
Why v.aJt for a special occa~1on to go to I. 'Auberge~ 
•• 
VISA' 
AMERICAN! 
IIU:XP.RE55 
WIii.i'~ W.ll.lllll.l.l.l'.l.llllllll.11 
I fflw fJJaltul ~ I I 3-?6 Ctmi;,,a ~ I 
COME! 
u 
s #{} ff 1te 51t<!Aih 5uut /7une I s s I d -·--- • I I Whole Grains, Dried Fruits & Nuts, I I fresh Fruit & Vegetables, Hain Health I 5 Foods, Arrowhead Mills Flours, Dairy I I ProduCts, Cheeses I 
I -ALL REASONABL y PRICED- I 
: ·5 ~ Specials Weekly: ~ 
§ lncludirig this Week I I Banana Chips $1.98 lb. § 
§ Roasted Shelled Peanuts .99¢ lb. I 
L,.....,....,..,1,.11111..11111111111111111111.AII 
•Funny Girl 
•Bill Blass 
°೤California Fashions 
by Fritzie 
0 Big Day Turtlenecks 
• Great Velours 
Separates 
for the active woman 
by Doggonits 
UNDERGROUND 
SPORTSWEAR 
130 The Commons 
inside Cosentin1 s -
Downts!a1rs 
N 
D 
E 
R 
G 
R 
0 
u 
N 
D 
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THE ITHACAN 
Architecllr81 Study On I.C. 
by Bonnie Ernissc 
An architectural study,con-
ducted by Causmer-Frisch,the 
same company that worked on 
the library ,concluded in 
I 978,has shown that Ithaca 
College lacks sufficient 
academic and business 
space.It drew attention to 
overcrowding in several 
buildings including Muller 
Faculty Center,Job Hall and 
Egbert Union. 
Thomas Salm, V.P. of 
Bu~iness Affairs.ooi_nted out 
that academic buildings com-
prise only a small portion of 
the school's real estate. "The 
Business Department is our 
biggest problem;with the ad-
dition of three new faculty 
members, they are spilling out 
· of the West Tower's 14th 
floor.Allied Health is also a 
problem" ,he con-
tinued, "because they are so 
spread out across c"am-
pus. "Non-academic areas 
emphasized in the study are 
storage and receiving 
,.. ... ,.. ... ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ... ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. .. ,.. ......... ,.. ................. ,. ... ,. ,.. ... 
Great Values On Wine Glasses 
The Iron Shop 
On the Commons 272-51 O 1 
facilities,housing,and restric-
ted space in the Union(i.e. 
the Snack Bar and Pub are too 
sm::ill for the amount of 
.1ess done.) 
After drawing ui:: workable 
floor olans of the academic 
buildings and observing the 
space utilization,the findings 
were used to derive long and 
short-range sqlutions to the 
problem. The conclusion was 
that"we are making the best 
USl: of our available 
sp.ice, "according to 
S,ilm.Long-range suggestions 
included new buildings or ex-
knsions. 
One plan is to construct a 
new building to house the 
Schools of Business and Allied 
Health.Salm said, "This would 
MONDAY Oct. 1 Doubles Pool Tournament 
50¢ Miller & Molsen 90C Top Shelf 
He,neken 75¢ 
(Talent N,ght 1s the best of Ithaca's singers, comedians. 
filmmakers, and other unique acts. EVERY THURSDAY 
NO COVER at 9 30. beginning Sept 27) NO COVER 
create a domino effect by 
opening up existing space for 
reorganization of offices and 
class space.'' 
The Board of Trustees must 
consider various factors 
before any concrete decisions 
or plans can be made. Because 
the cost of construction would 
be quite high,possible sources 
of financing a project are 
Frank Falcone 
being investigated. 
The current trend toward 
declining enrollment in 
colleges is also a con-
sideration,said Salm "When 
we consider a building we are 
thinking of SOJTiething which 
will be around for 40 years or 
more" ,he . added tha1'., "this 
shortage of space may not be 
a long term problem.'' 
Photo by Alan Friedman 
TUESDAY Oct. 2 SOUTH HILL STOMPERS 
DIXIELAND 
FRIDAY Oct. 5 
STAGE ROAD BAND ROCK'N ROLL Conim. Dean Search 
SOeM1ller & Molsen 90e Top Shelf 
Heineken 75¢ 
WEDNESDAY Oct. 3 
NO COVER 
OUTFRONT 
JAZZ, scon CASTLE & FRIENDS 
50¢ Miller & Molsen 90e Top Shelf 
Heineken 75e 
THURSDAY Oct. 4 
NO COVER 
TALENT NIGHT 
Lowest bar prices in town' Tequila special 90¢ 
Best in D,sco 1-3 am NO COVER 
SATURDAY Oct. 6 
CONCERT ... JOHN. VALBY-OR. DIRTY 
Three different shows all for $2.50 
Doors open at 7 30 
SUNDAY Oct. 7 
Stay on for Great Disco 1-3 a m 
POOL TOURNAMENT 
I st Prize $50. 2nd Prize Case of Miller 
POOL TOURNAMENT Isl prize $50. 2nd Prize Case of WINO NIGHT Splits of Red or White SI 00 
Miller Bo1lermak.er·N·1glllht•90•' ........... ~--........... BLUEGRASS -.-,r-r---c--~--. NO COVER , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,,.. •• 
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by Paul Daniels 
The School of Com-
munications continues to fun-
ction without an officially ap-
pointed Dean or Acting Dean. 
Gloria Richards, assistant 
Dean, is currently assuming 
the responsibilities of that 
position. 
"I was hoping to set up an 
official Dean Search Commit-
tee, consisting of about three 
or four members sometime 
this month," said Acting 
Provost Frank Falcone. 
Referring to a letter he sent to 
the faculty in· early August, 
Falcone added that "no of-
ficial deadline had been set.'' 
According to Falcone, he 
would "like to meet with the 
entire communications faculty 
in small groups before for-
ming a Dean Search Commit-
tee." Falcone said that by 
meeting with faculty members, 
"we can arrive at a list of 
qualifications before writing 
up a job description." He ad-
ded that "if the faculty mem-
bers indicate that they would 
like to expand a particular 
part of the school, the new 
Dean must be prepared to take 
on that added responsibility." 
"Originally when Dean 
Keshishoglou announced his 
sabbatical," Falcone ex-
plained, "we thought that 
Gloria Richards would assume 
the. responsibilities of Acting 
Dean for at least the first 
semester." When asked to 
comment, Richards said that 
she was not in a position to 
respond at this point in time. 
Any questions, she said, 
should be directed to the Ac-
ting Provost. 
''Second semester,'' 
Falcone continued, "we knew 
that since some of the higher 
level faculty memb,·rs would 
be back from their sabbiticals, 
they would be abk ~o provide 
her with some assitance." 
Falcone concluded by 
saying that ''once an official 
search committee is formed, 
the search for a new Dean 
~hould take the better part of 
the academic year." t at the ! ! t Writing Lab : 
! PUB t"an academic service" 
1(' i( by Colleen Hurlie student with a real desire to 
1{ F . day i( The Writing Lab, located at 
-i{ r 1 ~ 126 Gannett Center is an 
i{ ii( academic service. It has a 
1( October ·5' 1979 i( ;!~i~ne~a~ieser~i~e ihr:~r:t~: ~ i( student body, from novice to 
i( i( experienced writer. 
k -"' Founded in 1976 as a result 
7' "1" of a need for more writing 
{le 4 30 6 30 ~ programs to develop students'L 
-{le O CD O p m ~ skills, the Writing lab, in the 
~ o e o o -"' opinion of coordinator Bar-
r' "l" bara Adams, differs from {{ i( many other writing programs 
~ i( in that it is not remedial in 
1( w w · -"' nature. Adams finds that 
T'~}l,.lf,.. •• )f.)f...J:(...J!f,...)f,.l!f,.)JIJl .. 1Jl,.. .. lf,..)l..¥,)l.)f,..¥,"'-•-¥- ~- quite often it is the motivated 
improve his or her writing 
ability who seeks help. That 
help comes in many ways, 
from something as simple as 
how to write a footnote, to 
something as complex as how 
to develop a theme for a 
paper. A student may need 
help in punctuation or ,1eed 
someone to read over a 
resume. According to Sue 
Bessel, the other faculty mem-
ber on the writing lab staff, 
most students come in with "a 
particular problem in a par-
ticular course for a oarticular 
continued on page 13 
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Towson U. Student Sues College 
TOWSON, MD (CPS)-- The Around 100 Towson State 
annual dorm room shortage students found there were no 
has been particularlysevere this rooms open to accomodate 
fall, and, in what may be a them this fall. Approximately 
harbinger of a more resolute 40 women who had reserved 
student attitude about dorm dorm space were temporarily 
overbooking, a Towson State housed at a motel about three 
University student is suing the miles from campus, while 60 
administration for breach of men are still in apartments 
contract. aboutfive miles away. 
*Cantor 
time). He reiterated an earlier 
announcement he made at the 
congress meeting that the New 
Student Record being 
distributed between 10 am 
and 2 pm through this Friday, 
from a booth in the Egbert 
Union lobby,- . to all 
"frosh" who ordered it. 
When asked if he intended to 
reinstitute a student gover-
nment newsletter, Cantor said 
he would like to get one going, 
but that it is difficult to com-
municate effectively on the 
tight budget allocated to -the 
Executive Board. Stating that 
he will be "starting from 
scratch" this year, Cantor ex-
pressed a need for writers, 
artists, and assistants and 
anyone with communication 
ideas to come to him. 
Cantor also wants to continue 
"Gotta Gripe"(X3377), a telt-
telephone line _extablished to 
accomodate student complain-
ts. Cantor denied any further 
comment; "I want to meet 
with the Executive Board first 
to find out what they want", 
he concluded. 
*Trustees 
continued from page 1 nature in terms of their 
According to Sacks, the relation to the Sullivan Prin-
Board of Trustees reviewed a ciples. Ace-Ording to Sacks, the 
report of an indepth study of- two companies are Bristol 
Ithaca College investments in ·Meyer and CPC International. 
cl'.ff'porations having . sub- The Board is presently writing 
sidiaries in South Africa. Th.is letters to the companies regar-
report is available to the ding their compliance with the 
public. Sullivan Principles. (The 
The report speaks of nine Sullivan Principles are 
corporations, said Sacks. The guidelines that corporations 
Board said that seven of the have adopted to attempt to 
nine are satisfactorily com- improve the economic/social 
plying with the Sullivan Prin- conditions, effect change by 
ciples, but two are s~ill under staying in apartheid South 
study due to their questionable Africa). 
History Dept. Sponsers 
Lecture Series 
by Mark White History at Harvard. 
Student government Vice 
President Michael Burns 
claimed the dorm shortage is 
tantamount to "breach of 
contract", and went looking 
for a student who would be 
willing to sue the university on 
those grounds.· Freshperson 
Nancy Camut ultimately 
agreed to have her name used, 
despite fears the university 
might retaliate in the future. 
Terry. Smith, director of 
Auxiliary Services for the 
university, said the shortage 
happened because there were 
fewer drop-outs than usual 
this year. Between 100 and 
130 students who reserve 
rooms typically don't return in 
the fall. The university nor-
mally takes about 100 more 
reservations than the dorms 
can accomodate to compen-
sate for no-shows. 
But that policy, 
claimed in a letter 
Butt Seam Any Size 
Lap Sea~ 
Safety Liner 
Heater (thermostat) 
Frame 
school paper, was "detrimen-
tal ... to those who expected 
rightly to be hou~ed on cam-
pus, and were forced to either 
live in slums ... and slums they 
were.. or find off-campus 
housing, with only days 
remaining before school 
commences." 
The displaced women were 
moved back onto campus the 
week of Sept. 17. but into 
dorm basements and hastily-
qmverted study rooms. 
Camut, whose name will 
represent all the displaced 
students, was given space in a 
converted study hall. She 
speculated that others refused 
to·put their names on the suit 
The Arcade Nightclub 
prnents 
The Hard Times 
Bluegrass Band 
NO COVER! 
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50.00 
40.00 
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the waterbed people 
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273-7939 257-2222 
Pyramid 
THE 
because of apathy. "The 
reason I came forward," ~he 
recalls, "was because ... I kn-
ew this (overbooking of 
rooms) would happen again." 
Burns is still deciding which 
attorney should argue the ca~e 
for Camut and the other 
student~, but hopes it will be 
heard by mid-Oct. He's still 
uncertain what remedy the 
students should ask of the 
university. 
~omt·thinµ For 
EH·nont· 
IHII.Y 
L111u·h and lli1111t•r 
Spt·('ial.., 
Dinner prit·ei- ... 1urt 
at 
Daily Happy Hour 
Mon- Fri 4- 6 
702 W. Buffalo St. 
272-6550 
when you find it 
you'll low· it: 
The History Dept. has 
received funding for a lecture 
series from Elliot Mayrock, 
class. of '73. Mayrock 
studied history at Ithaca and 
wanted to help the depar-
tment. Mayrock is presently 
Executive Vice President of 
Fortunoff Corporation in New 
York. 
The series will bring two 
speakers to the campus each 
year. Oscar Handlin wiJI be 
the first and will arrive on 
campus tomorrow. Handlin is 
a world renowned authority 
on the history of immigration. 
He is presently Professor of' 
According to I.C. History 
Professor, Paul McBride, 
"Oscar Handlin is one of the 
most distinguished historians 
in the country." McBride ad-
ded that "there are only a half 
dozen or so other historians in 
Handlin's league." He said· 
that Handlin is "unusual 
because he's an historian of 
American people rather than 
an historian of the elite, of the 
presidency of institutions." 
1979 CAYUGAN 
IS HERE! 
Handlin will speak on 
Friday at 8 pm in Tl02. The 
lecture will be free and open to 
the public. 
f The LIVERr 
TAVERN 
fl,,st l>rinks .4nJ'Wht>rf' 
(. ,:eul St~ak~ & .';eaf oo,I 
JJ·orm.f'rif'ndl_v Atmospht>rP 
."iinf;!-a-1,onf! Fri,ltn·& .... <tturdny 9:.10 
2027-~LATER.VILLE RD. 
Open: 
ROUTE 79 EAST Tues.-Sat. 
PHONE 539-7724 5·1 
Those who ordered a yearbook 
last year may pick it up in the 
Union lobby on Wednesday 
October 10 from 11 a.m. to 4 pama 
I.D. required. Any additional 
books will be sold next weeka 
Underclassmen orders for the. 
1980 Cayugan will also be taken. 
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Ithaca College Conserves Energy 
b} Linda Levcrmore 
1\ccorJing to Tom Salm, 
Vice-President if Business, last 
summer $185,000 wa~ spent on 
installing individual boiler 
systems in each Terrace dorm. 
These new boilers r~place a 15 
year old central sy~tem 
plagued by maintenance 
problems and excessive energy 
waste. 
The old central boiler 
system comprised of 2,400 feet 
of heat supply and branch 
lines, serviced Terrace and 
Tower dorm complexes. 
These pipelines, said Salm, 
had succumbed to un-
derground deterioration, 
resulting in a high degree of 
heat los5. The energy used to 
pump hot water through these 
pipeline~ was also judged to be 
costly, he added. 
In the spring of 1978, the 
college joined a small chilling 
unit in Ford Hall with a larger 
unit in Job Hall. IC can now 
use the small unit for "low 
load" usage, cooling Muller 
and Textor Halls, the 
Dillingham Center and the 
Physical EducatioTroffices in 
Hill Center. 
square footage added by con-
struction of a chapel, two 
library floors and a field 
house. 
--"'"' TONY RUFFINO ANO LARRY VAUGHN PRESENT ---
Salm explains !C's "co~! 
avoidance tendency" which 
says that we've saved dollars 
by saving on consumption. 
What we're really doing, say~ 
Salm, is avoiding additional 
costs. Jf in 1978-79 IC con-
sumed gas and electricity at 
the same rate as in 1976-77 at 
78-79 prices, thi\ would have 
cost over $34,000 more than 
our current co~t. (see chart) ~--...__ I 
Both Tom Salm and Emil 
Polikay have attended a num-
ber of energy comervation 
~eminar!> covering effective 
methods for cutting utility 
cost~. Campus energy studies 
were conducted in 1974 and 
1978. IC has benefited by 
cutting energy consumption of 
levels comparable to 1973. 
~· 
-- --) 
-- ) 
----
--.,· 
With the new boiler system 
and additional installation of 
domestic hot water heaters, 
Salm estimates savings on heat 
loss and pumping horsepower 
loss, or "cost avoidance" to 
be approximately . $35,800. 
The college projects reimbur-
sement on its investment in 
5.16 years. 
The chart below illustrates 
the decreases of electricity 
measured in kilowatt hours 
(KWHR) and . gas consum-
ption per 100 cubic feet. 
These decreases have oc-
curred de~pite additional 
Polikay contributes part of 
the cut in consumption to 
"quick fix" items such as 
dimmed hall lights, lowered 
building temperatures, 
lowered shower water 
volumes, tighter fitting win-
dows in renovated Terrace 
dorms and recirculated "in-
side air" for ventilation. 
STANLEY CLARKE 
TOWER OF POWER 
Last year IC installed solar 
energy panels on the roof of 
the Safety and Security 
building located on Cod. 
dington Road. Funded by a 
federal grant, the solar panels 
heating capacity will be 
monitered over the next two 
years by Egner & Associates, 
an architectural firm. The 
panels are to be utilized for the 
first time this winter and IC 
hopes to realize 30 percent 
recovery of the building's 
energy consumption, said 
Emil Polikay, director of 
Physical Plant. He estimates 
that if succC'ssful, the solar 
unit will reimburse itself in-5-6 
Year KWHR Gas consumption in 100 cu. ft. 
or I therm. 
--
OCTOBER 5 at 8 PM 
11CK\ IS ARf $7.:iO o d $8 :i(} 
Tickets are available now at Discount Records, all Gerber Music 
Stores. H1 F1 Music m Utica, Odd Creations m Rome & the 
Landmark box office. 
-LANDMARK THEATER 
362 S. Salina Street 
For information call 475-7979 
72-73 
73-74 
74-75 
75-76 
76-77 
77-78 
78-19 
19,956,000 1,641,380 
17,408,000 1,419,940 
. 18,525,000 1,533,410 
19,590,000 1,496,940 
19,503,000 1,426,420 
18,432,000 I ,357,100 
18,702,000 (1,360,380) 
years. 
•e•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THESE SENIOR FACULTY MEMBERS AND DEPARTMENT 
CHAIRPERSONS INVITE YOU TO A FACULTY MEETING TO 
DISCUSS THE STATE OF THE COLLEGE AND THE STATE OF 
- -
THE FACULTY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO TENURE, 
CURRICULUM, AND OTHER IMMEDIATE AND LONG-RANGE 
ISSUES. 
We are on the brink of the 1980's, the decade in which student population is predicted to shrink, 
giving rise to difficult problems and unsettled issues. During the last five yearsJ policies and styles have evolved 
wh 1ch are crucial to the well-bein·g of Ithaca College; yet the faculty has not come together to discuss these matters. 
Administrations come and go. Only the faculty remain, to anchor and stabilize a c..ollege. We have the largest stake in 
the future of Ithaca College; it is where most 9f us want to spend the remainder of our working lives. We work in a 
college of enormous promise which has provided a positive envir<:>nment in the past. 
Facing the difficult 1980's.,given the development of tenure and curricular policies which are of grave concern to 
tenured and nontenured faculty alike, it seems clear that this is the time for faculty member!i to come together to talk, to 
examine the possibility of taking a proper share of the responsibility in the making of decisions, to car.sider what action 
we should take. · 
COME TO THE MEETING.·.a 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 11th 
7:30 p.ma Tl()l 
Talk about tenure. Talk about ways of building colleagueship. Talk about the College at present and about its 
f!Jture, about the vexing problems facing us now or that may face us soon. Then let us, as our collective judgement may 
dictate, act in the interests of Ithaca College and ourselves. They are one and the same. 
Douglas Armstrong 
Asher Baizer 
Anthony Bascelli 
David Berman 
William Bergmark 
Elmer L. Bennett 
Jack Bernard 
Edmund Burke 
Iris Carnell 
Harold Cohen 
John Covert 
~ Richard Creel 
Harold Emery 
Andrew Ezergailis 
Margaret Feldman 
Harvey Fireside 
Chester Galaska 
Eva Garzouz1 
Carolyn Gilbert 
Eric Graf 
Walter Green 
Edward Gobrecht 
George Hearn 
Peter Hedrick 
Steve Hilbert 
Shirley Hockett 
Robert Kurlander 
Martin Laforse 
Frank Musgrave 
James Ode 
Robert Pasternak 
Robert Ryan 
Benjamin Richards 
Ronald Regal 
David Riley 
Ah ren Sa doff 
Paulen Smith 
Chari.es Snyder 
William Straub 
William Terwilliger 
George Van Son 
Hal Yingling 
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Cars To Rock Cornell 
by Steve Fink 
The problem with the Cars 
is that they can't be labeled; 
they defy almost all descriptive 
terms. The Cars are not really 
punk, because_ they lack the 
strident energy that is 
necessary for punk rock. 
Their music is very controlled 
and precise. Power pop is not 
really the correct term either, 
because their music is not 
really buoyant enough. The 
Cars play rock, but not rock 
'n' roll. Their roots are in the 
music of Buddy Holly and the 
Beatles but there isn't that 
much roll to their rock. What 
the Cars do play, is a com-
pletely unique type of music, 
which is also great. 
With Ric Ocasek in the lead, 
the Cars have approached 
almost superstar status. The 
band debuted, in their present 
GO WEST ... 
form, in late 1976; although 
the formation of the Cars' 
sound was going on for years 
before then. The Cars are the 
culmination of Ocasek's and 
bassist Ben Orr's struggle to 
write and perform their own 
music. During their long club-. 
band years, Ocasek and Orr 
played almost every style of 
music, from Top 40 to folk, 
and all over the Eastern U.S. 
As is the case with all local 
bands, economic necessity dic-
tates playing whatever musical 
style is popular. 
TbrCll!gh · their travels they 
played with many diffel'ent 
musicians. At that time, they 
made what was almost a last 
ditch effort at a band; they 
pulled together those they 
liked best. Ocasek and _Orr 
were joined by Greg Hawkes 
(keyboards, saxaphone), Elliot 
AT LEATHER EXPRESS 
FRYE BOOTS: 
OVER 45 STYLES 
SIZES 4-13 
0 Leather Vests 
0 Leather Jackets 
0 Leather Handbags 
0 Leather Accessories 
0 Western Boots, Belts, and Hats 
128 The Commons 
273-5806 
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-6 
Thurs. & Fri. Nights 'til 9 
Easton (lead guitar) and David 
Robinson (drums). Robinson 
has previously played with the 
original Jonathan _ Richman 
and the Modern Lovers. He 
was also in an LA based 
power-pop band called The 
Pop, which has just released 
its debut Ip and is said to be 
another Knack 
After toning down their 
sound, the band rose to 
great success. Playing the club 
circuit around Boston, the 
Cars became the local band. 
The group also got a lot of 
support from local radio 
stations and newspapers. 
Signed to Elektra records in 
Nov. 1977, the band released 
their first album, "The Cars" 
in June of the following year. 
''Candy-0", their second 
album, was released about one 
year after their debut. At the 
time, "The Cars" was still in 
the top twenty and continuedto 
hover around the top 40 in the 
album chart. Nick Lowe, uraham Parker 
Sunday night, the band will and the Rumour. Once a 
most likely play a very tight member of the power-pop 
hour. and a half long concert, group, the Motors, Bramall 
encompassing most of their left that band after two 
material. Don't expect any albums, becaus,e they did not 
long instrumental flights at want to record his songs. He. 
this concert, but (jo expect formed Bram Tchaikovsky 
some very precise, hook- with Mickey Broadbent (bass) 
ridden, low key, but up-tempo and Keith Boyce (drums) to 
music and most likely a good record their first album. Since 
time. that time, Dennis Forbes has 
While the Cars were been added as a second 
struggling around the US, guitarist. 
their opening act for this con- While the Cars' music is 
cert, Bram Tchaikovsky, were very meticulous and 
struggling around Great unemotional - they always 
Britain. Peter Bramall , seem to be just below the brink 
is the leader of the group and of exploding with a tremen-
for whom the band is named; dous rush of energy - Bram 
his nickname is Bram - and -Tchaikovsky believes in very 
Tchaikovsky just seemed to unstructured, energetic rock 
come naturally. Bramel! was 'n' roll. The two bands should 
educated in the early seventies, be very interesting counter-
pub-rock period that has points. I predict Bram 
spawned so many other new Tchaikovsky alone will be well 
wave artists, such as Elvi~ worth the admission price to 
Co~tello , Dave Edmunds, this r.oncert. 
Bonoff Strand 
by Eva Grodberg 
"Everybody has to find a 
way to release certain types of 
thing~ ... I realized after doing 
the record and seeing tlk 
respome to some of the ~ongs 
that music really is the way 
that I communicate, " ~aid 
Karla Bono ff -in an interview 
after the release of her first 
album "Karia Bono ff". 
Bonoff, who will be playing 
at the Strand Theater 
tomorrow, has been com-
mumcating through her mlrnt 
for years - although she 
remained relatively unknown 
to the public uniil ~wo years 
ago. 
BonotT~ "break" into star-
dom occurred way back when 
-tuigiJ 
she was 16 years 01£1. She and played with Linda Ronstadt. 
her sister got their first gigs at Edwards was in contact with 
The Troubador, a well-known Wendy Waldman and Andre\\ 
folk haunt in L.A., which in Gold. The four decided to 
the pa,t had featured such pe1 - form a band. Producer 
formers as Jackson Browne Chuck Flot kin became 50 in-
. and James Tavlor. Bonoff anu terested in Wendy Waldman, 
her 5ister wot;ld line up out- that he took the entire band 
side the box office at noon in "under his \\ ing" ; found 
order to be chosen to pla~ them a drummer, a bas~ist and 
when the doors opened at even began to 11egotiate for a 
6:30,because only the first five record contract. The band got 
people on.line.were chosen. the record deal, but the album 
Because of the audience wa~ never rclea~ed. After this 
reaction at The Troubador, letdown, the group disbanded. 
Bonoff and her sister attem- At· that time, Norman Ep-
pted to get a record deal. The stein went to L.A. to help 
,deal didn't work out, so tl'\e Flotkin. Epstein liked what 
sisters returned to school. ,-\t · Bono If was doing musically, 
the same time, Bonoff met so he booked her into several 
Kenny Edwards, who had L.A. clubs; Monday night 
Troubador sessions, and 
colleges in the L.A. area. 
!)Jalian e .u.iiim 
FINE ITALIAN 
SPECIAL TIES 
SINCE 1949 
109 N. CAYUGA ST. 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
(30 SECON~S FROM THE. COMMON_S) 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
SEMESTER IN SPAIN 
Meanwhile, Kenny Edwards 
was playing with Linda Ron-
stadt. Bono ff felt she had writ-
ten ma.terial that would be p( ·-
feet for Ronstadt and ap-
proached Edwards with that 
material. He felt that ~he 
should convince _Ronstau , 
rather than he. At ,"irst, Ron-
stadt was not rec,~ptive to t: :.! 
idea, but eventually 
"Someone to Lay Down 
Beside Me", "Lose Again·', 
and "If He's Ever Near", all 
Bonoff compositions, were 
released on "Hasten down tJ,e 
Wind". Later, _when Bono. f 
was tO do these songs, she WuS 
constantly accused· of 
"playing. too much Linda 
Ronstadt material". 
* *only $2,189* * Feb. 1-June 1,1980 
FOR 
EVERYONE Beginner or advanced. Study Spanish in beautiful Seville, Spain. Earn 2 full ears colle e credit for about the same cos as a 
Come experience the Old World with us in Spain. 
Fulfill your college requirements and have the time of 
your life in a tropical climate. 
Whether you're a beginner or advanced, you'll 
learn Spanish much better than you could in a con-
ventional setting. Standardized tests prove it. 
Spanish isn't all you'll learn. You'll experience the 
culture, make lifetime Spanish friends, and see this 
part of the world. 
Our enthusiastic alumni write and tell us their 
semester in Spain was the highlight of their college 
career. Call us collect We'll give you their names, 
addresses, and phone numbers to contact for your-
self. 
Professor Barton Siebring, former Spanish 
professor at Calvin College for 10 years will lead the 
rigorous academic study. 
Come with us Feb. 1 - June 1, 1980. Round trip 
jet from Toronto, Canada, room, board and full 
tuition all for only $21189. (Government loans and 
grants apply). 
Live it! You'll learn more Spanish, and learn it bet-
ter for about the same cost as sitting in a conven-
tional classroom. we-live in Spanish homes. 
Don't miss this oppo'rtunity, space fills up fast. Call 
us collect a once for more details. Credits will beac-
cepte y any college. 
SEMESTER IN SPAIN, 2442 East Collier S.E .. Grand Rapids. Mich. 49506· 
Call (616) 942-2541 collect--A program of Trinity Christian College 
It took eight or •nine 
years, but eventually Karla 
Bonoff lid record her own 
material. Her first album, 
"Karla Bono ff", was released 
in 1977. Two years later she 
came out with "Restless 
Nights". Produced by Kenny 
Edwards, the album features 
Bonoff on guitar and piano; 
Russ Kunkel and Rick Marot-
ta ori drums; Kenny Edwards 
on bass; David Lindley on 
violin; Andrew Gold on 
keyboards and guitar; Ed-
Black and Dan Grolnick on 
keyboards; and / Waddy 
Wa<,:Jltel, Danny Kortchmar 
and Dan Dugmore on guitars. 
Continued on Pa!!e I 2 
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Sounds/ Music Information 
by Steve Fink Big Red Barn at Cornell at banjo, mandolin, all acoustic 
It's not often that a local 8pm. instrument) the sound is not 
Ithaca musician is recognized Russ Barenberg is really no one that will appeal only to 
by the outside world. Russ stranger, he was once a mern- those whose grass is blue. 
Barenberg has been ber of the "bluegrass In other news: 
recognized, however, and the trailblazers CountQ· "Emerson, Lake , and 
world was impressed enough Cooking." The completely Palmer in Concert," which 
by him to release his album. instrumental album is not was due so11_1etime inSept.,will 
The album, "Cowboy Calyp- totally bluegrass-oriented. be the band's tenth and final 
so", was recorded during the Barenberg uses and is able to Ip. "In Concert" was recor-
fall and winter of 1978-79 at fuse many different musical ded in Montreal's Olympic 
Calf/Celebration Sound. The styles, such as; blues, bebop, Stadium in the winter of 1977 
official record release date is and jazz-rock. Although the with a 65 piece symphony or-
this Sunday. A party for album uses primarily country chestra . The album rcpor-1=~ ~tesinstFn; ~l~ coF~crsd 
by Karen Johnston Arnold, and P.A. Genin's The Lenox Quartet, corn-
There are three concerts on "Carnival de Venise." Also posed entirely of Ithaca 
this week's agenda at Ford on the program are two faculty will appear this Sundav 
Hall. On Saturday, Oct. '6, sonatas for flute and piano; Oct. 7 in Ford Hall. Mero"-
Ellen Shapiro will perform one by Francis Poulenc and bers of the quartet are 
her senior flute recital. The the other by Robert Muezyn- violinists Peter Marsh, Darrel 
performance will feature Bach ski. The recital begins at 7 pm Barnes and Warwick Lister. 
"Sonata No. 2 in E flat major, in the Nabcnhauer Room in Einar Holm is featured on the· 
Djvertimento" by Malcolm Ford Hall. cello. The program 
will include works by Mozart, 
Bedrich and Anton Webern. 
The recital will start at 
8: 15 pm. and will be in the 
Ford Hall Auditorium. Kelly's 
Finally, the Ithaca College 
D k • d K j Concert Band will make its Oc S., e a· e debut appearance for the fall II of '79 on Wednesday Oct. 10. The band, under the direction 
Kelly's Dockside Kafe is 
tucked away, as arc many 
good restaurants in Ithaca. 
Offering breakfast, lunch and 
dinner, Kelly's is open from 6 
am to lam. 
As you enter the restaurant, 
you immediately sense the 
casual friendly atmosphere. 
For your dining pleasure - in-
door and outdoor areas are 
available. There is a choice 
between two levels of seating 
in addition. The reviewers 
chose the lower level - outdoor 
deck. For those .who like out-
door dining, there is a lovely 
view of the Cayuga Inlet.Oc-
casionally, entertainment is 
provided by a wandering choir 
of ducks. (Feeding the ducks is 
permitted). 
We started off our meal 
with the shrimp cocktail, 
which we found to be. of 
Sea Themes 
Opens at 
Gallery 
by Mfirk White 
Paintings, sculpture and 
pastels by Anne Coulbourn 
are currently being exhibited· 
in the Handwerker Gallery in. 
the Gannett Center. Titled 
"Dimensions of the Sea", the· 
pieces are a representation of 
her work since her graduation 
from Ithaca College in 1977: 
Coulbourn said she has 
always been fascinated with 
the sea. Her works are all 
based on actual images, such1 
as sea shells and various forms\ 
of aquatic plant life. "I like to 
capture an atmosphere 
quality", she said, "that at-
mosphere of quality is· in the 
seashore as it is abstracted by 
nature itself." According to 
Coulbourn, through sculpture I 
and painting she can "explore 
the physical .qualities of 
Continued on Page-12 
unusually large size. One of of Edward J. Gobrecht Jr. will[ 
the entrecs was a whole, live' perform the "Drum Major's 
Maine lobster of superb taste, Daughter Overture" by Of-
1 
cooked to perfection, for the fenbach, "Molly on the 
unbelievable price of $7.95! Shore", by Grainger and, 
The other entree which we Delio Joio's "Satiric Dances 
sampled was- chicken cordon for a Comedy" by 
bleu. It was carefully prepared Aristop~anes. Also, two mar-
with a full rich flavor, ·com- c~es will be heard, one by 
parable to any restaurant in Pierre Leemans, the second 
Ithaca. by Rossini. The performance 
Included with the meal was will end with Milner's 
a salad choice of potatoe and "Concerto for Symphonic 
a loaf' of freshly bakecJ Wind Band". . . 
bread. A full dessert menu 1s All three recitals this week 
offered from which we had a are free and open to the 
strawb~rry parfait and public. 
strawberry shortcake. They 
tasted even better than they 
sound. 
Overall, we found the meal 
at Kelly's to be superb and the 
price surprising, considering 
the quality. 
The _Arcade Nightclub 
presents 
The Hard Times 
Bluegrass Band 
NO COVER! 
A~•AllC 
GA~DEN 
[RtST~Nfl 
( ·/,int·,t·. Am,:rican l-ood 
I 18 W. Stat,, Stn't'I 2 7 :2 -7 J ;) t J 
Exhibition," recorded how the 
group always felt it should be 
performed, with an orchestra, 
"Knife Edge,'" from the 
band's first album, selections 
from both "Works" lp's and a 
never before released version 
of the" Peter Gunn" theme. 
Ro:f Thoml!s Baker ( Cars, 
latest Foreigner) will be 
producing the next Yes album. 
Sessions will be getting un-
derway soqn in Paris. 
In the next couple weeks 
look for; Firefall, "Under-
tow" ... . Herbie Mann, 
"Yellow Fever" .. . Jean-Luc 
Ponty, '' A Taste for 
Pa~sion'' ... Charles Mingus 
recorded live at Antibes Jazz 
Festival in France in 1960. 
The two record ~et entitled 
"Charles Mingus at Antibes" 
features amongst other jazz 
artish Eric Dolphy. "Aura 
2," new from Steve 
Hillage ... Tangerine Dream, 
"Force Majeure" the 
Outlaws, "In the eye of the 
Storm"... Chick Corea and 
Herbie Hancock together 
again ... the Police, "Regatta 
De Blanc" and of course 
Fleetwood Mac, "Tusk." 
Thanks to the Sai,lplcr ::..J1ri 
ICB-FM for lnformatiq;,. 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME 
WITH FRIENDLY SERVICE 
CWSESTUQUOR STORE 
TO LC. CAN!PUS 
218 ON 1HE COMMONS 
"Fealurlni: the Finest Selection of N. \ .S. Wines" 
DELIVERIES 272-2111 
Make your room 
au Oasis. 
.--~ •Tropical Plante; and 
Lush Hangmg Baskl'tS 1 
THE 
•hl'sh. Silk. and Dn(:'d Flov.:ers 
PLUS Bamboo. v.:ick(:'r and rattan chairs. 
t11hll's. hampers. b,1-,kds. blinds. rnnrnrs 
Straw ni~1s D(:'corc1ting c1ccl'ssonec, 
D11ml'rwc1rl'. mugs and manv l'xcit1ng 
gifts! 
PLANTATION 
.d~ 
w 11-l l1ha,·.i <"0111m1>11-;•~,:~-7:!:~J TJ1111.,. Fn 1111 \l p 111 •Sumt,1y 11--4 
WEDnE/DAY/ 
at the HAUNT 
\ (:_~ ~ONEUY 
~ , GJIEAR]'S CLUB 
Lonely Hearts Club cards still 
valid-arrive by 9:30 pm 
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by David Lebovitz the two. When Tynan's wi-fe, 
The Seduction of Joe Ellie (Barbara Harris), suspec-
Tynan, is a film which attem- ts the affair, she reflects on it 
pts to explore the difficultie~· then asks for a divorce before 
of the life of a person who i~ his most important speech. 
always under the public She would rather gear her life 
scrutiny; a politician. It's un- towards her career and family, 
fortunate that the dilemnas. than her husband's political 
faced by that character ·have facade. 
an unrealistic tone which is Alan Alda has proven him-
carried throughout the film. self an excellent actor for 
-- r!llf.:llrl 
Alda and Barbara Harris 
lounging at hofT}e 
Alan Alda plays Senator Joe television, but his versatility in 
Tynan in .the film, which he films is questionable. Joe 
also has written. As a Tynan's conflicts are more 
politician, he is caught bet- evident in how they affect the 
ween his desire for political people around him, rather 
power and his family. Politics, than through his disappointing 
being far more demanding, is performance. Tynan equates 
where Tynan realizes he must sex with politics and in an ef-
channel his energies if he wan- fort to fulfill both drives, he 
ts to succeed. has an affair with Karen sense that her marital commit- Her husband's quest for her husband's. 
When a chance arrives for Traynor, who is politically ac- tment is not as strong as Joe power is hard for her to accept The main problem with the 
Tynan to become a hero, by tive and beautifully sensuous. Tynan's. She assumes the role as it is for their children. Bar- · script of The Seduction of Joe 
exposing a colleague's racism Alda still gives the impression of a seductress, but she has no bara Harris is sensitive and Tynan, is that Alan Alda is too 
he decides it's an opportunity of a devoted family man and is ambitions. Streep is indeed one can sympathize with the used to writing and acting for 
too important to his career to unconvincing as a person an excellent actress, as evident difficulties of being an ever- television and he frequently 
passup. He is aided by Karen engaged in an extra-marital in her last film, The Deer Hun- smiling politician's wife. relies on standard cliches such 
Traynor (Meryl Streep), a relationship. ter, but her portrayal lacks the Harris is excellent in her as an airport goodbye and dry 
lawyer with all sorts of con- Meryl Streep delivers a sur- subtleties and complexity that thought provoking perfor- sexual jokes. In addition, 
nections. Not so innocently, pri~ingly tepid performance as this part deserves. mance of a woman caught in a many of the other characters 
Tynan is seduced by Karen Tynan's lover. Her character As Ellie Tynan, Barbara personal struggle for her own seem to have been taken from 
and an affair begins between is somewhat believable in a .Harris is perfect for her part. career (and life), versus that of the stock pile. In this respect. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the movie has the appearance 
of a glorified soap opera with 
top stars. THE 
GAZEBO DISCO 
''A Touch of New York'' 
-Sophistocated yet uncomplicated 
-Flashy but still intimate 
-Non-stop light and sound with a touch of 
elegance and softness 
-Island drinks made with natural Guava, Mango, 
Papaya and Honey, Co~onut Milk,& Passion Fruit Juices 
OPEN BAR NIGHT 
-Every Wednesday-
For one admission -$5.00- you receive complimentary drinks 
from 9:00 p.m. 'til 1:00 a.m. . --
BECOME A CLUB MEM·BER 
Membership Includes: 
-Free admission for you and one guest every night 
(except Wednesday) 
-$1.00 discount Wednesday - Open Bar Night · 
-CQmplimentary guest room at The Ramada 
-Discounts on dinners, Friday night buffet,dance lessons, 
pool and sauna, Sunday Brunch 
-ALL FOR ONLY $25.00-
THE 
GAZEBO 
DISCO 
• an 
THE 
RAMADA INN 
-Downtown Ithaca-
In The Seduction of Joe 
Tynan, several interesting 
dilemnas arc presented, but 
on the whole, the film lacks 
depth, especially in the charac-
terizations. Unfortunately, 
there is nothing new said and 
too many cliches to consider 
this anything but Hollywood 
entertainment. 
Media 
Schedule 
ICB-FM 
Thursda~ 
11 pm - Double Feature 
Styx-- "Cornerstone" 
Eagles. "The Long Run" 
Sunday 
5 pm - Report to the People 
9 pm - The Sampler 
Bonnie Raitt - "The Glow" 
Kenny Loggins/ Jim Messina 
"Oasis" 
Monday 
12 am - Mini Concert 
Tuesday 
12 am - Longplay 
Neil Young- "Harvest" 
Wednesday 
Midnight Snack 
The Kinks 
VIC-AM 
Sunday 
6 - 6:30 pm - News Review 30 
6:30 - 7 pm - Sportsrap 
7 - 8 pm - Campus Graffiti 
8 - JO pm - Ithaca Top 20 
10 pm - I am - Recollections II 
Wednesday 
9- 10 pm - Artists Special 
WICB-TV 
Channel 13 
Sunday 
7 pm - Newswatch 13 
7:30pm-TBA 
8 pm - Panorama 
9 pm - Creative Touch 
9:30 pm - Health Capsule 
10 pm - How Could You Forge!? 
10:30 pm - TBA 
11 pm - Newswatch 13 
Wednesday 
7 pm - Newswatch 13 
7:30 pm· Panorama 
· 8:30 pm - Sportsweek 
9:00 pm· Creative Touch 
9:30 pm - How Could You Forget? 
10 pm - Health Capsule 
10:30 pm - Newswatch 13 
1 Channel 6 
TBA 
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ffiUZ-hOCI~/ Earl Klugh - Heart. Strings 
albums available at ''°'w~~~J~ L~~~~goo• 
playing by himself witl:t the lucky collectio-n of tu~e~. but 
help of the studio, as he mixes Klugh's playing (a, \\ell a~ the 
three guitars on this love rest of the "band") i\ not 
ballad, without flaw and rich without emotion and this 
by Dave O'Flaherty 
Back in the days when a teen 
age Earl Klugh was playing 
with George Benson, Klugh 
hoped to be the fastest gmtar 
player around. Since then, 
Klugh's attitudes and music· 
has mellowed. On Heart 
Strings, Klugh continues his 
tradition of putting out easy 
listening fusion, featuring 
himself on acoustic guitar. 
His flowing style and laid-
back melodic tunes have made 
him the ''James Taylor of 
jazz". 
The title track is a light, 
Latin style, with Klugh 
gracefully plucking and finger-
picking his way through the 
pen 
by Jaime Steve 
The Crossroads Comt11ittee 
presented its first Open Mike 
Night of the 1879-80 school 
year, on Friday, Sept. 28. If 
you missed this one, don't be 
too upset, because you can 
catch the rest of these wildly 
entertaining shows on the last 
Frid~y of every month. But, 
enough of the plug and back 
to the review. 
The show, slated to start at 
8:30 pm didn't get underway 
until just before 9 pm. Yet, 
this delay was not terribly ob-
jectionable, due to the fact 
that refreshments were 
available. When the show did 
start, it went off without a hit-
ch and was very successful, 
not to mention enjoyable. 
The audience was treated· to 
a rousing piano oveture by the 
versatile John Kelly Genovese, 
then the dashing appearance 
of Chuch Biando, the M.C. 
for the evening. The two-
teamed up for a "nightclub" 
version of "Got to ·get you in-
to my Life" by the Beatles. 
They were followed by David 
Maskin on sax and then John 
Mills whose topics and 
tune, m1x111g melodics with 
chords. Greg Phillinganes ad-
ds a slightly heated electric 
piano solo, and the rhythm 
section keeps a studio-tight 
background. 
"I'll See You Again" is a 
semi-funked song, with Klugh 
quickly reeling off a melodic 
'solo, further displaying hi~ vir-
tuosity on guitar. Noticably 
filling on this tune is Charb 
Meeks (Chuck Mangione) on 
bass and Ralph McDonald 
(George Benson, etc ) on 
variou~ percussion. 
Side One ends with 
'' Acoustic Lady Part I and 
II". Part One is a ballad-Ii ke 
piece, resplendent with a 
Other fine acts, prior to inter-
m1ss1on, included: Michele 
Ingram's sexy rendition of 
Lola, from ,Damn Yankee's; 
Scott and Howie on aco-ustic 
guitar and harmonica; and the 
5trong vocals of Linda Casew. 
As the second half of the 
show got underway, acoustic 
guitar numbers seemed to be 
the order of the day(or should 
I say evening?) Frank lm-
bergio appeared first and put 
great feeling into his playing. 
A fantastic Vicki Goldsmith 
followed, also on acoustic 
guitar. She did a fine version 
of Carol King's "You've Got 
a Friend". This was only ex-
ceeded by her other number 
entitled "Bionic Baby", which 
was an extremely witty ode to 
the bionic woman. 
Then it was back to pure 
smooth string section, which 
eventually leads into a Spanish 
stomp featuring Klugh with 
another quick, Benson in-
fluenced solo. Mickey 
Roguemore spices the piece up 
with some fine playing on 
clavinet 
Side Two opens with 
"Spanish Night", a short tune 
featuring a beautiful melody 
~lated by Klugh and 
Phillingane~ on acoutstic 
piano. One of the hotter tune, 
on the album i~ "Pretty 
World", with great playing by 
McDonald on percussion and 
another slick solo by Klugh. 
"Writing for Cathy" is a 
melodic tune wth Klugh 
vocals with the beautiful voice 
of Amy Joe, teamed with J.K. 
Genovese on "Got to be 
• Special group 
rates on out of 
town trips, 
•Fast door-to-door 
package delivery 
nationwide! 
mystique were quite a The finest ribs available, hand carved, with a variety of portions. 
throwback to the 60's. Mills 
took us back to 1965 and-
proceeded to sing two socially 
inspired songs originally per-
formed by Tom Lehrer, the 
political satirist. The better of 
the two was "National 
Brotherhood Week", in which 
all prejudices would be set 
aside for one week. After 
that, people could go back to 
hating each other. 
Highlights of the show's fir-
st half included the comic wit 
of Darron Shepard and the 
excellent, yet nervous, folk 
overtones of Elyse Cogan. 
Named in honor of the prize bulls of Begeacres Farm· 
STEAKS-SEAFOOD-LOBSTER TAILS-PRIME RIB 
•DINNER 
Mon.-Thurs. 
4:30-10 
Fri:-Sat. 
4:30-11 
Sun. 
1-9 
•LIVE MUSIC 
from the I940's 10-1 Sat. 
•HAPPY HOUR 
Throw the dice for the price of drinks 
3-6 Daily 
THIRD STREET AT MADISON-ITHACA, NY 
272-9726 
(third street exit off route 13) 
JOIN US ON FRI. & SAT. FOR LATE 
NIGHT MUNCHIES TILL 3 a.m. 
~t:AT YOUlt 
HtAHT $ 
OUT0~ 
l'''. I '17'1 I If, Aurorn ~•-
Large Eggs 
Pancakes 
Salads 
Hot & Cold 
Sandwiches 
Stews 
with texture. 
Strains of George Benson 
arc heard again on Klugh'~ 
blue~y solo~ in "Rayna", a 
song which could have been 
heard more lively if the qring 
~ection was axed. The album 
come~ roaring to a mellow end 
with "Heart String 
(Reprise)", a re-ha~hing of the 
openini: tune, only done much 
~lower. with Klugh playing 
with a siring ~ection 
background. 
This album i~ for the 1110~1 
part a mellow, happy -go . 
keeps the album from getting 
boring. There's not a wrong 
note to be found on Heart 
String, and the recording and 
mixing borders on perfection. 
For Klugh it's hi~ biggN 
~elling album to dale and his 
succe~~ i~ well deserved. 
He 'A. JSf: of Shalimar Indian Bedspreads Colorful spreads loomed in 
lr,1.r,a of 100% cotton. 
Twin. 72"xl08" $6.95 
Full, 90"xl08" $8.95 273-7939 
,I -
I> 
*Sea Themes Announcenients ( con to( 
Continued from paJ!e 9 
organic growth that certain heightening their reality.'' 
objects reveal." She added The exhibit will remain open 
that "in responding to the weekly from 8 am to 9 pm, 
beauty of these fragmented Monday through Thursday, 
forms, I strive to create works and until 3pm on Friday, until 
which will express unique · Oct. 20. Admission is free and 
qualities that I perceive, open to the public. 
co11ti1111edfro111 page 8 
The album includes such songs 
as "The Water is Wide" and a 
Jackie DeShannon tune, 
"When You Walk in the 
Room''. 
From the sounds of her 
albums and the fact that both 
of her shows at the Strand sold 
ou,t so quickly, Karla Bonoff 
should prove to be quite an ex-
citing musician and perfor-
mer. 
"Fink," 
You----! Did you win 
the bet? Too bad about you 
and Fonda. Who are 
you?What ever happened to 
that drink we were going to 
have? 
lfhe Ed. 
What ever happened to the 
first ammendment ? Freedom 
of what? 
The Oppressed, Repressed and 
Depressed 
on the other hill 
Sacksatto-
As far as roomates go, 
you've gotta be the best. You 
always and forever understand 
my late hours, etc. I know I 
can be a bitch sometimes. 
SENIORS 
Do your part for 
the yearbook.a a 
' •• 
Have your portrait taken a 
Sign ups Octa 15-19th 
TOYOTA 
Grand Prix 
of the 
United States 
DISCOUNTED 
Tickets 
NOWONS·ALE 
AT 
BILL COOKE 
CADILLAC•OLDS•TOYOTA 
Above Triphammer Plaza 
The Community Service 
Program in Muller I02F is still 
looking for students to work 
on non-credit projects out in 
the real world. Agencies in 
need of help included: 
Southside Community Center 
needs help with Drum and 
Bugle Corps Drill team, 
basketball, volleyball, 
tutoring, Black Community 
awareness program and ad-
ministrative assistants. They 
could also use a trumpet 
player! 
4-H City Clubs- Student 
needed at Henry St. John and 
West Hill School to work on 
natural resources, mechanics, 
and sewing with 9-19 year 
olds. Training is provided. 
Anai:tda Marga Preschool 
needs volunteers for field trips 
for children ages 21/2 - 4. 
Here you learn about the 
Rudolf Steiner Theory of 
Education. 
BOCES needs volunteers to 
work individually and in small 
groups with 5-21 year old han-
dicapped clients. 
These are just a few of the op-
portunities. Come see Elaine 
Leeder on Tuesday or Thur-
sdays to discuss fiekl work. 
Muller I02F or Ext. 331 l. 
Alan, 
You and "Fink" have gotta 
clean up your act. I still don't 
understand. Why bother to 
kid me all the time? Wha~ did f 
do or who am I to deserve it? 
*X-Roads 
Continued from paf!e l I 
Heavy and morbidly ironic 
lyrics were the cornerstone of 
Dennis TBlodgett's songs, 
such as a story about his friend 
''The Garbage Can''. 
Finally·, the spotlight turned 
to J.K. Genovese as he 
received his much deserved 
chance to grace the stage with 
his humorous tale of the 
discovery of America. It was 
called "Turn the Ship 
Around". 
The evening was topped off 
by Chuck Biando as he retur-
ned to the stage to say good-
night. His closing number wa 
a powerful "Tomorrow", the 
theme from the Broadway 
musical Annie. 
All in all it was an enjoyable 
evening, and the cover charge 
can't be beat, it's free. 
ORBA'S~--... 
RESTAURANT 
Authentic Greek Cuisine 
featuring Greek specialties 
at excellent pric·es, 
from 3.95 to 6.00 
526 West State Street 
273-9651 
7 a.m.-2 p.m.. 5 p.m.-10 p.m. 
Greyhound's 
quick cure for 
the book blues. 
The book blues It's those sleepless nights With v1s1ons of 
exams. pop tests and requ,red reading dancing through your 
head They Just won·t go away 
But you can with Greyhound Take otf this weekend v1s1t 
your family see your friends · µst get out of town and leave the 
book blues behind It doesn't cost much and it'll do you a world 
of good 
So. 1f you·ve got the book blues. get on a Greyhound and 
split It's a quick cure for wtiat ails you 
To One-Way Round-Trip Depart 
New York $25.00 $28.00 exc. 5 X's a day 
Phila. $22.55 $42.85 3 X's a day 
Buffalo $7.35 $14.00 5 X's a day 
Rochester $4.60 $8. 75 6 X's a day 
Long lsland-$25.00 $28.00 exc. 2 X's a day 
Hempstead (Prices sub1ect to change) 
GREYHOUND 710 West State Street 272-7930 
...,_ 
.. 
-
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Fonda and Hayden Spur Controversey 
NEW BRITAIN, CT (CPS) --
New Britain Mayor William J. 
McNamara joined the local 
Veterans Council last week in 
urging people to boycott a 
Jane Fonda and Tom Hayden 
lecture scheduled for Central 
Connecticut State College 
here. 
Taking potshots at Fonda 
thus became a two-coast in-
dustry: Several weeks ago, a 
University of California-Davis 
administrator unilaterally 
* New Calendar 
continued from page 1 
vacation will begin on Wed-
nesday rather than the 
preceeding weekend. 
The new calendar ca1's for 
classes to ·begin in Sept. in-
stead of Aug. According to 
Stanton, "this was done so as 
to parallell the public schools 
where many students do 
student teaching.'' 
*Writing 
continued from page 4 
· paper and we help them deal 
with the problem." 
The writing lab also 
provides writer workshops in 
which one aspect of writing is 
explored once a week for five 
weeks. The workshops for 
this semester deal with pun-
ctuation and spelling and ex-
plore a different aspect of each 
topic each week. Students are 
welcome to stop in to any of 
the workshop sessions that 
they feel would be most 
According to Jeff Klafehn, 
a student member of the 
committee, "the new calendar· 
appears good, however we will 
have to try it out and sec if it 
will work." Klafehn said that 
"the new calendar allows 
students the opportunity for a 
fall break, I think many 
students will enjoy it." 
Lab 
beneficial. 
Ther Writing Lab is a drop-
in service, although appoin-
tments are encouraged, with a 
staff of five. It is open five 
days and four nights a week. 
You no longer have to despair 
at not knowing your comma 
from your semicolon, at not 
being able to compose that 
~ure-firc resume, or at not 
being able to write a paper 
that will amaze or astound 
your professor, now, there i~ 
help for all at the writing lab. 
The Toyota Grand Prix weekend 1s 
coming. October 5, 6, and 7. ·which 
means the world's fastest drivers 
will be competing m the world's 
fastest cars for the Formula I 
World Championship for Drivers. 
You'll see previous champions like 
Mario Andretti, Niki Lauda and 
Emerson F1ttipald1. And, of course, 
this year's champion, Jody Scheckter 
But the Toyota Grand Prix itself 
leads to much more fun. There's 
practice and qualifying on Friday and 
Saturday. Plus plenty of other races 
and events scheduled throughout the 
weekend to keep you busy 
Can the celebrities beat the pros? 
Some of the country·s best known 
movie and TV stars will be here on 
Saturday, October 6, competing with 
each other and with pros in ~·· 1dent1cal 
struck Fonda's name from a 
list of potential commen-
cement speakers at the univer-
sity's medical school. The of-
ficial explanation was the 
Fonda's appearance would 
have been "inappropriate." 
Mayor McNamara used 
stronger language. He asked 
local residents to boycott the 
Oct. I program at · Central 
Connecticut's I 700-seat 
auditorium because the ac-
tress' 1972 trip to Hanoi 
"caused agony and suffering 
for our Gls both in combat 
and in prisoner of war cam-
the Hartford Courant to 
"Call me a conservative, but 
not a reactionary" for his 
statement. He ~aid he objected 
to the speech "as an American 
and an anti-communist", but 
that he wouldn't pressure the 
college to cancel the speech. 
mayor'~ criticism, and that the 
rate of sales was unusually 
high. 
Chris Muller, advisor to the 
program council, says the 
school has been trying to get 
Fonda to speak there "for 
about two years now." 
- ps." 
McNamara, who is cam-
paigning for re-election, told 
What he has done, accor-
ding to a woman 'at the 
college's program council, is 
spur ticket sales. The woman, 
who asked not to be named, 
said "we're selling tickets like 
crazy. Nobody knew (Fonda) 
was coming before. It's been 
great for us. We expect to have 
to have a full house." She said 
that 500 scats had already been 
sold just three days after the 
When the Program Council 
of America, which now han-
dles Fonda's campus ap-
pearances, told the college that 
Fonda and Hayden would be 
available as part of a 30-day 
college tour, "the students 
jumped on it." 
Muller couldn't recall a 
public official urging a 
boycott of a campus activity 
,continued on page 14 
Corner West Seneca & Albany St. 
0 0 
.
1 6 pack 1.65 pen a, y 
Genesee Cream Ale 12pack3.29 7am - midnight 
. case 6.57 -
La Batt beer & 50 Ale 6 pack 2·29 Made to Order 
case 9 OB 
Pabst Blue Ribbon 6 pack 1.65 SUPER ST AR 
12 pack 3.09 Sandwiches & Subs 
case 5.98 
273-1030 • HomeoftheGr~ndSlam ·-. 
Watkins Glen. 
The ToyotaGrandPriXoria 
and tliere's much more 
Toyotas. You'll see celebrities like 
Dean Paul Martin and Kent McCord. 
Gene Hackman and Jan Michael 
Vincent. Sandy Hill from "Good 
Morning America" and ex-astronaut 
Pete Conrad. Some of the pros they'll 
be racing against are Dan Gurney. 
Rick Mears, Parnell, Jones and 
James Hunt 
More races, too. Super Vees, 
Go-Karts, historic and vintage cars. 
A car with a mod1f1ed Volkswagen 
engine may not sound very fast. But ,t 
,s Super Vees will hit speeds of 140 
miles per hour ,n the straights here at 
the Glen. And the dec1d1ng race of the 
highly compet1t1ve Bosch Gold Cup 
series will be held here on Saturday. 
October 6 
Then there·s some really wild 
racing scheduled for the same 
afternoon Its National and World 
Champions 1n the Bridgestone Kart1ng 
lnv1tat1onal That's right Go-Karts 
Fast Go-Karts They s,t about 3 
inches off the ground and hit speeds 
of 90 miles per hour. Insane. 
And finally. 1ust before the Toyota 
Grand Prix on Sunday. we·11 have four 
vintage and historic car races. Nearly 
150 different classics will compete So 
1f you want to see how race cars have 
evolved over the decades. here·s your 
chance 
A whole weekend of camping and fun. 
Pick your campsite anywhere on 
our 1.000 acres at the Glen There·s 
more Like Playboy·s May Playmate 
Kodak Camera Day and Weekend 
Photo Contest On Friday and 
Saturday nights there ,s a free film 
festival Two classics Casino Roy ale 
and Blazing Saddles. And many, 
many more attractions and act1v1t1es 
You can pick up your special 
discount weekend tickets at your 
nearest Toyota dealer So what are 
your wa1t1ng for? Pick up your tickets 
then pack your tent and sleeping bag 
Join us for a weekend of fun you·11 
never forget 
ror 1nforrnJt,on c-c1I' 16071535 ~500 o• 5'.15 ~1-1° 
Get spec;,al o,scounl weekend 1,ckets at your Toyold nealpr 
' ~ 
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201 S. Tiop St. 
10.C., N.Y. 
Z72-8Z62 
The Arcade Nightclub 
presents • 
The Hard Times 
Bluegrass Band 
THE 
Music Store 
NO COVE~! 
A career in law--
without law school. 
After just three months of study at The Institute for 
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a 
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business -
without law school. 
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of 
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at 
The Institute for Paralegal Trainif1g, you can pick one of 
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of 
your training, The lnstitute's unique Placement Service will 
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm, 
bank or corporation_ in the city of your choice. 
The Institute for Paraleaal Training is the nation's first 
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since 
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities 
nationwide. 
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking 
for an above average career, contact your Placement 
Office for an interview with our representative. 
We will visit your campus on: 
TUESDAY,OCT0BER16 
~ 
The f.(). Institute J: · 1tt ._..._*--. 
Para le:~~ ~ i ' ! 11~-
Training ~ .~:i!.~, ~ .~i 
- -- -
235 South 17th Street _ 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
(215) 732-6600 
operated by Para-legal. Inc 
Approved by the American Bar Association. 
THE ITHACA~ 
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-QJJ 
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SPRING 1980 
WASHINGTON SEMESTER 
The American University 
,eparatl' program~ in 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE• URBAN AFFAIRS 
NATJONAL GOVERNMENT• FOREIGN POLICY 
ECONOMIC POLICY• AMERICAN STUDIES 
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CQ(~r 
/ t 
*Fonda 
continued from page 13 
before. "We had Dick 
Gregory here before," she 
remembered, "and he caused 
some comment. But some 
people seem to really hate Jane 
Fonda for some reason." 
"People should stay away," 
advised Veterans Council 
President Alfred Fataconi. 
"People should not support 
her by buying tickets." 
Ed. note: 
Jane Fonda and Tom 
Hayden will appear at Cornell 
on Saturday, Oct. 6. Look for 
a review in next week's 
Ithacan . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • : JOG AROUND : 
i THE NEW TRACK ~~--:____ i 
!TORAISEMONEYFOR: ~~ ! 
. ---:_ . 
: THE ,. a ,.. : 
i UNITED WAY i 
: JOG-A-THON : 
• • : Sunday October 21st, 1979 : 
i 1-4 p.mo ! 
• • 
: Sign up in the Office of Campus Activities : 
• Prizes October 8th,9th, and 10th Refr~~~ents : 
: Awarded Then go out and get pledges for the for Joggers ': 
: United Way : 
• • 
• • 
: Sponsored by Student Activities Board and : 
: Office of Alumni Relations : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bolllbers Overpower Alfred 
by Mark White by Tom Darling'~ kick, to ••• ,,..-~~ · 
The Bomber, proved that bring the halftime ,con.? to "' .......... !" 
their out~tanding offense l.C. o..,er Alfred 21-6. 
could be just as powerful away Action in the second half 
from home, as they devoured began with another touch-. 
Alfred 34-12 in the firc,t away down by I.C. ·~ Bob Ferrigno. 
game of the season. This Ferrigi10 ~cored hi~ second 
recent victory puts Coach But- touchdown on a pa~s from 
terfield one step closer to the I.C's Doug DeCarr. Tom 
Lampert Bowl. Darling's fourth consecutive 
The Bombers wasted no kick brought the score to 28-6~ 
time on their first possession; Later on, Alfred scored their 
LC. 's John Nicolo ran 46 yar- second touchdown but again 
ds for a touchdown and with the kick failed. I.C. 's John 
Tom Darling's kick, the Nicolo scored in the fourth 
scoreboard opened with 7-0. quarter to bring the final score 
Within three plays, J.C. 's to 1.C. 34; Alfred; 12. 
Matt Mees ran five yards for a Next Saturday the Bombers 
second touchdown. Tom ~ontinue their road trip at 
Darlings' kick brought the Clarion State. Clarion, also 
score up to 14-0. undefeated, was victorios over 
During the second quarter, Edinboro last weekend and 
Alfred ran their first touch- will no doubt attempt to con-
down, but the kick failed. tinue a four-game wiinning 
Seconds before halfti111.:!, 5treak. Last year, the Bom-
1. C. 's Bob Ferrigno ran a 58 bers were victorious over 
yard touchdown accompanied Clarion 17-0. 
Volleyball Drops One 
by Betsy Koffman 
Ithaca College Women's 
Volleyball team lost a tough 
and grueling 'battle to 
Nazareth last Monday .After 
clearly dominating the first 
two games 15-4,and 15-2,their 
mental endurance became 
slack,causing them to lose the 
next three games by the close 
scores of 10-15, I 0-15 ,and 12-
15. 
Roseann Kurlya,a senior 
and co-captain played her best 
defensive and offensive game 
ever and contributed I' 
kills, which left the op-
position bewildered.Coach 
Rich,returning from a year on 
leave says her time physically 
looks great and with a bit 
more experience ,their con-
fidence will grow.Thus,they 
shall be tough to beat. 
The team easily destroyed 
Genesse and Genesco last 
week. Jane Ware,the other co-
captain,ctearly- showed her 
Starting in this week's 
issue and the foil owing 19, the 
ITHACAN, in conjunction with 
Anheuser-Busch. Inc., will be 
presenting a new feature entitled 
''Athlete of the Week.'' 
Each week, the editorial board 
of the ITHACAN will select one 
student who has demonstrated 
outstanding athletic abilities in an 
intercollegiate sport that week. 
Each sports figure will have a 
page set aside that week, for a 
description of the qualities that 
have made him or her an excep-
tional athlete. 
Each will receive a customized 
Budweiser "-Athlete of the Week" 
jacket. 
The ITHACAN is proud.,to par-
ticipate in the recognition of 
Ithaca College's fine collection ·of 
Lhletic acheivers. 
skill in serving as she made 19 
of 30 points agaist 
Genesse.Sue Novovesky and 
Pat O'Connor,the setters and 
nuclem of the tehm,played 
consistently and steadily 
throughout these mat-
ches.'Coach Rich remains 
proud of the progress of her 
girls. 
The team meets cros~-tow11 
rival Cornell on Oct. I 8 at 
3:30. 
The Arcade Nightclub 
ptesl'n1!. 
The Hard Times 
Bluegrass Band 
NO COVER! 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
~ 
Photo by Jon Reis 
Interested 1n sturlvir~ &~)"' 
a series tt?r r! t ~lie I tr.ace 
College L0ndon r.enter 111 
Then, cor1r to the 
CROSS~n~ac rrrTV '':::': 
Tlfl!PSnr.v, , .. Fi~ ..... 
Pctober 11 
in thr llrnon rrosc;rna11<" 
fhut with f"or·Ar ""ar" ... 1 c1;a:r'".': 
S l 1des 
c,nacr, ~nrl n""r 
(r .D. Cards 0 e~uir"-
(()Ml' ny Tiff n,FJCf r.•;v~!'-'t 
tluller 2m 
27~-33<Jfi 
Applications for Snrinq 'R•1 
are due nctober 23rd 
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Soccer Bounces Back 
.... 
_ _J 
DeWitt Mall 
ethmcnight 
on Sunday 
daily special 
$!.65-$1.90 
Photo by Bruce Morosohk 
by Andy Feltham 
· The Bomber soccer team 
has turned things around by 
picking up two consecutive 
wins.Coach Al Maccormack 
contributes the success to the 
"aggressive" style of 
play.,both offensively and 
defensively" .He 'also notes 
that"the squad is playing bet-
ter team ball." 
Last Saturday the Bombers 
extended their ICAC record to 
2-0,by defeating Alfred 2-
1.lthaca dominated the 
game,eventhough they fell a 
goal short mid-way through 
the first half.Bob Duroch1::r 
soon tied the game 1-1 on a 
fine 30 yard shot that caught 
the upper left corner.Frank 
Caporiccio hustled through 
the entire game,a.nd he got the 
assist on Durocher's goal.Bob 
Stiles scored -the second goal 
game outshooting Alfred 18-
10. 
The second half of the two 
wins came last Tuesday as the 
Bombers beat Oswego State 4-
2.Determined to win a game at 
home,the Bombers played 
· their best game this 
season.From the opening 
kickoff.Ithaca was making 
scoring opportunities. The of-
fense played an exellent 
gaine,moving Oswego's defen-
se in circles.Dan Bernardin 
found the neL twice for the 
Bombers scoring two 
unassisted goals,one coming 
late in the second half on a 
direct free kick.Kim Christian-
son also moved the ball well 
and assisted leading 
scorer,Bob Stiles.for IC's 
second goal. 
fine international and ori inal cuisine 
: for IC 30 minutes into the 
second half.on a feed from 
Doug Wallenbeck.The Bom-
bers played a controlled 
IC's midfield controlled the 
flow ofthe game,and gave 
Oswego no chance of moving 
the ball.Co-Captains Auggi 
Cellitti and Bob 
Durocher ,along with Frank 
Ithaca College 
Bureau of Concerts 
presents 
TODD RUNDGREN 
AND 
-UTOPIA 
WITH 
Roger Powell, Kasim Sulton9 
and John Wilcox 
Sunday November 11th 
Ben Light Gym 8 porno 
Tickets On Sale: 
Monday October 8th 
for.loC. Student_s Only-$7.00 
Tickets Available At The 
Office of Campus Activities 
Caporiccio,Bill Kapp,Dan 
Weinburg,and Charlie Ben-
sley,all played an exellent mid-
field. 
The Bomber's defense was 
also tight.Don 1-{andler,Ralph 
Boegel, Bob Locke,Doug 
Wallenbeck,and Paul 
Rosow,held Oswego to two 
goals,one of which was scored 
on a penality kick.At one 
point in the second 
half.Fullback Ralph Boegel 
overlapped the .midfield and 
broke through Oswego's 
defense to score Ithaca's third 
goal.Bob Thompson also 
played an exellent game in the 
nets,making some key saves 
early on in the game. 
The Bombers will try and 
continue their winning streak 
at home next Saturday, when 
they face Rochester i:it 2 p.m. 
Baseball 
Splits 
With 
Cornell 
by Mark White 
Bomber's Fall Baseball took 
on cross-town rival, Cornell, 
for -a doubleheader last Sun-
day, with each team winning 
one game. The first game gave 
the Big Red a shutout over the 
Bombers, 5-0. However, the 
Bombers bounced back in the 
second game to win 7-6. 
Action in the second game 
was highlighted in the 12th in-
ning, with the score tied, six 
all. The BQmbers winning run 
came on a walk. With this 
recent win, the Bombers are 
now 9-3 for the Fall. The 
bombers will wrap up their 
Fall season this Saturday with 
an away doubleheader at 
SUNY Buffalo. With an im-
pressive Fall, the Springteam 
should bring veteran Coach 
George Valesente a winning 
season. 
Haw •long w1lh our BREAKFAST 1nd 
LUNCHES 'NI are ipeclallung In PINNER 
t•aluring whol1 Malnt llv1 
LOBSTER DINNEIL...-...~il!llll!j 
Serving Daily 
$7.95 
or cockl1lh, sandwlchH, 1oup, 1al1d and 
lh• belt om111tte1 In or uound town. 
•St,omtd clams daily 
•Q .. er10011.mo Cayuga 1n1et 
•Your cno,ce of boH1 indoor ond ou1Cloor 
d,n,no on Dou, ltvtl5. 
•C asua1 rrlaJ1ed atmo,Dhtre- Rt>u•rvat,0 ... 1, 
•eQuit\trCS tor 1ar9er part,o 
-- '1 - - .. 
~;;--... ~.;a - . 
• - S-
I Opon Daily U" ~LL"Wr'S 
16A.M 0 IAM •lLA.:I IA 
u,. ,....,_.,., ... ~Ii.SIDE I 27J.9Ml 
udweiser® 
KING OF BEERS® 
. . 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
When the Varsuty Soccer team arrived at Alfred last Saturday, they had a 
2-1 record; team morale was low. Alfred scored the first goal of the game to 
further sink the Bombers' spirits. 
The tables were turned when Bob Durocher scored a thirty yard goal to 
even up the score. From that point on, the Bombers bounced back to win the 
game with a score of Ithaca 2, Alfred 1. 
Bob's outstanding performance as an athlete goes beyond the playing field. 
His optimistic attitude and dedication add greatly to the team's morale. As 
co-captain, Bob had been known to "make things happen." 
As Coach Al Maccormack put it, "Bob always plays up to his capacity, he 
clearly puts out on the field." 
Because of his outstanding performance, the ITHACAN is honored to 
name Bob Durocher as athlete of the week. 
.,,_ 
L •• 
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Classifieds 
Dearest Kenneth:(my X Flat-
mate) 
Oh how I miss thy warm 
body, wit, cooking, and great 
drug connections. 
Visit Soon 
Luv & Kisses 
Andrew 
Carly, 
George missed ya. Me too. 
What is the meaning of ..... . 
Love 
The philosopher 
Prez-
the CIA is coming!! 
The CIA is coming!! 
(guess we'd better pretend 
we're Paul Revere or Pauline 
Revere") 
Car Club Meeting For: 
Audi Fox GTI owners. 
Details in next week's i~ 
ANDYL. 
Happy Hapoy Birthday!!!!! 
Dearest 
Karen: 
You might not have me 
anymore but you still can have 
the Ithacan 
Luv 
Your X Beau 
Dearest Medsvicks 
Gone but not forgotten. 
Luv& 
Kissies 
Andrew 
Professor 
Frederick Royal 
from the 
School of Law 
at 
Western New England 
College 
will meet with 
interested students on: 
Friday Oct. 12, 1979 
2:00- 4:00 P.M. 
Gannett Center 
-Taste. 
Quality . 
And 
great 
savings 
at 
,, 
•'',. 
WzJIJ 
WHYGO 
ANYWHERE 
ELSE? 
Prez-
Looking forward to "bump" 
with you this Sunday. 
S.H. Ed. 
Uni-Deli worker, 
One bottle isn't enough! 
I want more, more, more ... 
Your Chicness 
To whom it may concern, 
BOZO NNUF on Sunday!!! 
"Crunchy ... Radiant" 
OZOB ... NUFN ... ZOOB ... 
Ding Ho and Andy, 
You two crack me up!! 
WANTED TYPISTS 
Toe 
We pay minimum wage. Must 
be available Tuesday or Wed-
nesday's. Call X207 or 274-
3207 and ask for Linda. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . . . 
• • 
• • 
: I.C. professor desires : 
· : partially furnis~ed 2 : 
: bedroom immediately .. : 
• • 
• • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••o•••••••••• 
_.,__,,..,...-,~__.. ....... ~ .... ~ 
I HELP WANTED I 
I PART-TIME position avail- I I able for college student to I I represent travel company I I on campus. Earn com- I 
I mission, free travel and I 
~ work experience. Contact: b 
•BEACHCOMBERTOURS~ I INC. 1325 MILLERSPORT I I HGWY. WILLIAMSVILLE, I l N.Y. 14221. 716-632- I !:~~-1.,_ _____ J 
Rich in London, 
I think about you often. 
Hope you're having as great a 
time as I did. 
Love, 
Tarra 
tance, 
You've got a friend 
whenever you need one. 
Rachael 
Mar and Nance, 
How about that drink? 
Pam 
Larry 0, 
Thanks for a good time satur-
day night. Let's get together 
and talk. 
Mystery Woman 
Karenski, 
No one ever told me it was 
going to be like this. Joy, pain, 
pleasure, and frustration all 
mingling in a bitter sweet 
wine, very potent. Loving you 
much. 
Budski 
I told you not to put Tom Er-
bland's picture on the front 
page of the ITHACAN 
anymore! 
Edinboro, 
Unbleded Scotch has 
arrived in Ithaca. 
T.D.E., 
You're the best. Careful of 
those waves. 
The Wench's Roommate 
Bucky, 
I can't find my way ... there. 
First time in three years. I'll 
miss you most then. 
The Ed. 
thatsa my roomate: 
How do you get to Wiscon-
sin Dell? 
Fink and Allie, 
Keep your f--king paws off 
me!!! 
AVA 
* Ca:reer Planning 
continuedfrompage 19 _ 
Case-Western Reserve Law GuesfSpeaks Oct. 8, Monday 
School Oct. 10, Wednesday 7:30 
IPrice Waterhouse & Co. (Ac- Career Exploration Group 
ct.) Oct. 11, Thursday Oct. 8, Monday 7:30 
A Day in the Life of a Public 
Accountant Oct. 9, Tuesday 
*The consortium also 8:00 - 9:00 
represents Indiana University Dollars and Cents, The MBA 
Washington University, The Dilemma Oct. 10, Wednesda~ 
University of Wisconsin, The 3:30-4:30 
University of Southern Job Hunting Strategies Oct. 
California and The University 10, Wednesday 7:30-9:00 
of North Carolina. .\1inorities & Grad School 
Sign up for interviews at the Oct. 11 , Thursday 3:30-4:30 
Office of Career Planning. Applying to Business School 
Orientation for Exploratory Oct. 11, Thursday 7:30 
Students · Oct. 4, Thursday 
7:30 Sign up for workshops at the 
... Office of Career Planning. 
Our Sa:ad Bar is overflowing 
with -Shrimp, Shrimp, Shr.imp . .. 
TU 13ACt\!ti 
We're famous ·for Prime Ribs, 
Stea~s, Seafood, & Irish Coffee 
RESERVATIONS 21i-6484 
"()cto'btr .it, '1979 Page 19 
Career Planning News 
·1 he Consortium for Graduate The Spring postmark 
Study in Management is a six registration deadline is March 
university effort designed to 28, and the Fall postmark 
hasten the entry of minorities registration deadline is Sept. 5. 
into managerial positions in Also future test dates include 
business. The consortium, April 4 and _ Sept. I 2, 1981, 
consisting of Indiana Univer- Aoril 24. and Scot. 11, 1982. 
sity, University of Wisconsin, As a result of the enactment of 
University of North Carolina, New York Senate Bill kl5200, 
University of Southern the New MCAT may not be 
California, Washington administered in New York af-
University, and University of ter Jan. I, 1980. Involved par-
Rochester will be recruiting ties are currently trying to 
here Oct. 9. resolve this problem. 
The 1980 New MCAT test 
dates are April 26 and Oct. 4. Students who are interested in 
appiy1ng for the New York 
State Assembly Intern 
Program must see the campus 
liaison, Fran Wallace-
Schutzman, in the Career 
Planning Office, Gannett Cen-
ter, ·first floor. Pick up an ap-
plication and make an appoin-
tment. as soon as possible to 
have these materials reviewed. 
The ~eadline for submitting 
the final copy of the ap-
plication, essay, and suppor-
ting d_ocuments is Friday. Oct. 
26. All acceptances will be 
ma~<by Nov. 20. 
. . 
The Assembly Intern program 
provides an opportunity for 
college students to become in-
volved in the legislative 
process at the Assembly 
during the legislative session. 
A stipend of $750.00 is awar-
ded to Assembly Session in-
terns who also receive credit 
for their experience. Ad-
ditional information is 
available in Career Planning. 
Babson College, MBA 
Program Oct. 3, Wednesday 
Morse Chain (Sales Trainee) 
Oct. 4, Thursday 
Northeastern University . 
Business School Oct. 4, Thur-
sday 
Adelphi Univ. Lawyer's Asst. 
Program Oct. 5, Friday 
U.S. Marine Corps Oct. 9 
Tuesday 
Univ. of Rochester (Consor-
tium Program)* Oct. 9, 
Tuesday 
University of Bridgeport, 
School of Law Oct. 9 , 
Tuesday 
Davie, 'Schulman, Kaplan, & 
Braverman (Acct.) Oct. IQ, 
Wednesday 
St. Louis Univ. Law School 
continued on page 18 
General Announcem.ents 
The School of Business is ac-
cepting requests for transfer 
into the School until Oct. 19. 
Requests received after that 
date will NOT be considered 
for those wishing to be able to 
preregister in Nov. as a 
business major. 
Applications for transfer arc 
availiable in the School of 
Business office, 14th Floor 
West Tower. 
-------------We suggest you do not wait 
"Ithaca College Week in 
Review··· is compiled in the 
Office of Campus Activities. 
The facts for the calender are 
taken from the "Event 
Registration Form" and from 
individuals who submit infor-
mation to the Office of Cam-
pus Activities. If you have an 
even to publicize, submit the 
information to the office or 
call 3222. The priority for 
listing in the calender is for 
events that are open to the 
Ithaca College Community. 
As space permits, other events 
are listed. 
until the last minute since in-
formation that must accom-
pany the application often 
takes several days to obtain. 
Are you interested in: 
medieval and renaissance 
music, dancing, costume, 
food, fighting? Then the 
society for creative 
anachronism is for you! 
For more information on 
fighting and dancing practice. 
and the upcoming revel con-
tact Orilee at 277-2603 or Ext. 
604. 
Senior Class Meeting 
Thursday, Oct. .4 7:30 pm in 
job Room. All seniors are 
welcome. 
DELTA MU DELTA meeting 
for all members. Monday, 
Oct 15 at 7 pm in F205. 
The Ithaca College Investment 
Club would like to announce 
that their 79-80 Executive 
Bo'ard has been elected. 
P.resident- Andrew Liss 
Senior Accounting, 2 yrs. 
prior participation. 
Secretary- Ronnie Katz 
Juhior Accounting 
Treasurer-Gary Seiden berg 
Senior Accounting, 2 yrs prior 
participation 
Laison Officer- Jan Berman 
Senior Acc~:,unting, 2 yrs 
-prior participation 
Public Relations Officer-
Keith Bergman 
Junior Accounting, 2 yrs 
prior participation 
The purpose of the club is to 
learn about the field of in-
vestment, to provide hands-on 
experience in hypothetical as 
well as actual investments_ To 
provide a forum where in-
vestment ideas and strategics 
may be presented. 
According to Andrew Liss, 
Presiaent, very few colleges 
offer a club like this type -
whereby participation will 
result in gaining confidence in 
the investment field. 
Next Meeting- Tuesday, Oct 
9 at 7 pm in F!Ol. Gary 
Seidenberg or And) Liss at 
272-3999 or Keith Bergman at 
272.4799. . 
Music Theatre/Films Lecture~/Seminars Meetings Sports 
October 6 October i October 5 
There will be an evcniug of 
folkmusic from Chile on 
Saturday, Oct. 6, from 8:30 
pm to 3 am, in the big red barn 
at Cornell Universtiy. The 
cultural night, called A Pena 
(Pay~Nya), will feature live 
rnusic by five folkmusic 
groups from Chile and other 
Sou1 h American countries. A 
varHy of typical Chilean 
fooas, beer, wine, and other 
refreshments will be for sale. 
Tickei.s are $2 each, 
available at the door. Proceeds 
go to the families of the 
"disappeared" people kid-
napped by the Military 
Government. 
(For additional infor-
mation, contact Anamaria 
Villa, 272-3750. 
continued on or}f}osite page 
Etcetera 
October 4 
(N) 7:00; Senior Flute, 
E:. Shapiro 
October 5 
Turning~; 7:00 and 
9:30, Science Building, 
L~cture Hall, S202, Ad-
ritlssion charged. 
Seminars 
Assertiveness Training; 
Workshop; 10/10, · 10/17, 
10/24, Gannett Center; 
Rm. 115; 4:00-5:30 p.m. 
Junior Vars1tv Football, 
Orientation .!2E_ explora- I.e. vs. Cornell, 3:00 
!2!Y. students; Career (Hi 
Extril Universitv 
~e Reaistratior. 
Daily, Office of 
Cam!;JUS Activities 
1:00 - 5:00; Come 
sign up for Yoga, 
Bartending, Disco 
canc1 r.g, We a\·ing, 
Shap:i.r.g-Cp, Typir.g, 
~'assaqe, Gui tar, 
~utonechanics, Ta~ 
Dancing, f'lower 
Arranqing, Photo-
crapl:y 
October 8 
Rock and Roll with Todd 
Rundgreri and Utopia in 
the Ben Light Gym at 8:00 
p.rn. on Sunday, November 
11. Tickets go on sale 
today for the Ithaca 
College community only 
for only $7.00, Egbert 
Union Ticket Office, 
between 10:00 - 4:00 daily 
Cash Only. 
October 10 
(Fl 8:15; concert~ & 
the famous British 
Composer, Anthony 
Milner; Concerto for 
Symphonic Wind Band 
premier performance 
commissioned by I.e. 
for the Walter Beeler 
Memorial Band Series 
Ithaca College School 
of Music presents 
"Concert Line"; Dial 
3356 for ~edule 
of events being pre-
sented in Ford Hall 
Auditorium and the 
Nabenhauer Recital 
Room. 
(F) Ford Hall Auditorium 
(Nl Nabenhauer Recital 
Room 
October.§_ 
Turning~; 7:00 and 
9:30, ~extor 102, Admis-
sion charged. 
October 7 
Cria, 8:00, Textor 102, 
Admission charged. 
October 2. 
Hospital, with George C. 
Scott, Sponsored by the 
Health Administration 
CoilUlli.ttee, Textor 101, 
7:00, Free 
October 10 
Hospital, w~th George C. 
Scott, Sponsored by the 
Health Administration 
Committee, Textor 101, 
Open to the public, Free 
Modification of Test 
Anxiety; 10/10. 10/17, 
10/24, Landon Hall; 7:00 
- 9:00 p.m. 
Human Potential Seminar, 
~ed Weekend of Nov, 
9-11; Laub Room, Muller 
Chapel 
Values Clarification; 
10/4, f0/11, 10/18, 
Phillips Room, Muller 
Chapel, 7:00 p.m. 
·Learning Strategies; 
10/10, 10/17, 10/24, 
Gannett, Rm. 115, 7:00 
~For more information on 
Planning Center, 7:30 p.m. 
~ College Safe Enerov 
Alliance; No Nukes Meet-
ing; Laub Room o: Chapel 
7: 30 p.m. 
October 8 
()ctober 6 
Cross Countrv, I.e. 
R.I.T., 12:00 (Ii) 
'.'5. 
Varsity Soccer, t.C. vs. 
T . · F Univ. ofRochester, 2:QG Management ra~ning - · rom P.m. I'-!) 
College to business; Guest· 
Speaker; Charles Collins 
Career Planning; 7:30 pm 
October i 
Student Government - Union 
Dining Hall, 8:00 p.m. 
~ ~ iE_ the l2!£_ of ~ 
public accountant; 8:00 
Career Planning 
October , 
Varsity Baseball, I.e. vs. 
Buffalo (2) 1:00 p.m. (HI 
October 9 
Cross Country, LC. vs. 
Hartwick, 3: 30 p.m. (I!) 
Internships: What they :ire~. 1.C. vs. Wells, 
and how to get them, 3:30, 4:00 p.m. (H) the above seminars being 
offered contact Dr. Brown Gannett Center Rm. 114 
office - Egbert Union Applying !£, ~ ~; October 11 
~ Forward to 
October 17 
Student Activities~ 
presents~!:!£!!., fam-
ous educator lecturing on 
"Learning at Home"; 
Author of~ Children 
Fail and Publisher of 
~ing~~~ 
.02.· Ford Hall, 8:00 pm 
Open to the public, Free 
3:30 p.m.; Gannett Center Field Hockey, , . C'. vs. 
Rm. 114 Williams Smith, (2) 3:30 
October !Q. p.m. (H) (W) 
:..lctober 12 Hillel Planning Meeting; 
Muller Chapel; 5~15 p.m. 
Everyone invited. Junior Varsity Football, 
I.e. vs. Cortland, 3:00 
Dollars & Sense: The r~.B. p.m. (H) 
A. Dile~a~O p.m. 
Gannett Center; Rm. 114 
October .ll 
Minorities & Graduate 
School; 3:30 p.m. Gannett 
~. Rm. 114 
Applied Writing Program; 
"Five Thursday Nights", 
Chapel, 8:00 
(W) Women 
(H) Home Game 
(2) Doubleheader 
Recruitments 
Morse Chair. 
Northeastern Univ. 
l\delphi University 
Univ. of Bridgeport 
Univ. of P.ochester 
~arine Corps 
Davie, Schulman, 
Kapli;;n & Brevennan 
Case \-;estern ReservE 
Price Waterhouse 
C"cntact Career 
Plannir.g for further 
.:.:1::-c~at1on 
''ctober 11 
-.;;....;::c::-=. -
I.e. Lor.don Cen~er 
Part}·; sliJe presen 
~utior., snacks, beer 
T.D. card reouired 
that '-''itr. ~o;r:1er 
ondon Etuder.ts. 
·nion Crossroads; 
8:15 
~: 
0Tog-a-Thon; 
Uog around the new 
track to raise money 
for the Cni ted Way_ 
bign-up in the Union 
~r Campus Activities 
t:>ct. 8, 9, & 10 
Come In and say.hello! .. 
Hey, look us over! Bring the whole family and enjoy those juicy, flame~broiled 
burgers at our newest Burger King restaurant. We think you'll see why 
Burger King is the place to go for a quick bite or a meal anytime of the day! 
Elmira Road 
Ithaca, N & Y 0 
